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ABSTRACT

In the latter 20th Century scientific approaches and the use of the latest technologies have
contributed to the development of singing techniques. Whilst there has been some research into
these training techniques in single voice training, there is no significant literature regarding the
application of such techniques in the context of choral singing and conducting. The aim of this
research is to evaluate the deployment of the Estill Voice Training™ (EVT) in choral training and
conducting by exploring how this technique may or may not contribute positively, through its hand
signals, both to rehearsals and performances of a given vocal ensemble. Therefore, Estill Voice
Training™ technique were applied to the training of two community choirs based in Darwin,
Northern Territory of Australia; the two choirs include individuals from different demographics,
cultural backgrounds and musical skills.
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CHAPTER 1

1.1

Introduction and purpose of the study

The background of the researcher

“On the 25th of December 1976, in a big church in Milan, Italy, an all-male choir was singing a
lullaby to a baby who was receiving his Christian Baptism. The choir was standing around the
baptistery while the priest was holding the baby. That date marked an important event for the
Christian Community as it was the first time a baptism ceremony was allowed to happen during
the Christmas Mass – I, Paolo Fabris, was that baby.”
I have been involved with choral music for as long as I can remember; I have now been singing in
and conducting vocal ensembles for over twenty-five years. After meeting Jo Estill3 in 1999, my
interest shifted from vocal performance to the science of the voice, which from here on I will refer
to as voice science, this is particularly because of the integration of the scientific elements of vocal
pedagogy into the practical aspects of the choral experience. In 2007, under the supervision of
Elisa Turla’ (Italy, 1963-2015) I became a Certified Course Instructor in the Estill Voice Training™
(often abbreviated EVT)4 and then in 2008, I was employed as the Lecturer in Vocal Studies at
Charles Darwin University (Darwin, Northern Territory, Australia). It became clear that such a
powerful tool such as the EVT had to be utilized in both my daily teaching and in my choral
conducting; as a consequence, I have embarked into this Master by Research to investigate the

3

See 2.1

4

See 2.2
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possibility of deployment of the EVT and its hand signals within choral conducting and the training
of vocal ensembles.
Currently I am the conductor and music director of three vocal ensembles, namely: VoxCrox, a
community choir for adults, Still Belting Out! (SBO) a community choir for senior citizens 5 and
“Voc4lika!” a jazz a cappella quartet. VoxCrox and SBO are the considered case studies of this
research.

1.2

The research question

Is it possible to deploy the EVT in choral singing and conducting?
The purpose of this research is to investigate whether or not one specific voice model, the Estill
Voice Training™(Klimek, Obert, & Steinhauer, 2005a, 2005b), can be effectively applied to Choral
Conducting by increasing the Conductor’s vocabulary of signs, thereby allowing the Choral
Conductors (I will refer to Choral Conductors as CCs from here in) to indicate and express not only
the rhythmical and dynamical aspects of the music, but also the vocal qualities (Speech, Falsetto,
Twang, Cry, Sob, Opera, Belting) that the CC may need to trigger in order to obtain a wider
spectrum of sounds.
At the time of writing this thesis, voice science, along with other modern techniques and
approaches, has changed the manner in which a CC interacts with an ensemble (Winnie, 2014).
Today, the CC can deploy modern vocal techniques, models and frameworks, as in the case of the
Estill Voice Training (EVT), such techniques were unknown to the CC in previous eras. In addition,
the CC can now utilize modern audio-visual and video examples, as well as utilizing newly
developed software. It is worthy of note that Estill Practitioners, and other voice professionals,

5

http://www.cdu.edu.au/cycm/choirs
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have used these newly available tools to improve their voice-students’ technique, or to heal
patients with vocal impairments, and to train vocal ensembles.
My aim is to train two choirs, based at Charles Darwin University, viz. VoxCrox Community Choir
and Still Belting Out! a senior citizens choir, with the EVT and then to analyze the elements and or
impacts (positive and negative) of this training.
Note: Currently, there are several choirs which are either trained with the Estill approach or are
conducted by musicians with an EVT background.
Note: the EVT relies on audio and video illustrations which are usually shown during the EVT
workshops, as well as the software developed by Estill International (EVI) named Voiceprint™.

1.3

Description of the issues to be addressed

The issues to be addressed are:
1) What is the importance, or not, of teaching the fundamentals of voice anatomy, through the
EVT Model, to Conductors, Singers and Music-educators, in order to achieve a common vocabulary
within the Choral Community, for which there is significant need in the choral community?
(Callaghan, 1998b)
2) Analyze the benefits, if any, of employing the EVT, particularly its Hand Signals, Compulsory
Figures and Vocal Qualities as instruments of training and conducting.
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1.4

Scope and limitation

This document analyzes the deployment of pedagogical aspects of the EVT as applied to choral
conducting and choral singing in community choirs. As a byproduct of the research, this document
also provides an insight of the deployment of new hand signals that could be integrated into
formal conducting styles.
Note: This document does not make a comparative analysis of conducting and singing styles, such
as Bel Canto and other singing techniques, but contributes to the current research on both choral
conducting and the application of the EVT to the choral situation.

1.5

Choral music in the Darwin region – a brief historical background

Elements of choral singing in the Darwin Region date back to the second half of the 19th Century.
in his article ‘Music life in early Darwin 1873 to 1903’, the former Associate Dean of the School of
Music at the Northern Territory University, Associate Professor Don Colgrave, discusses how most
organized choral activities were strictly related to religious celebrations associated to their
respective denominations6; that is to say, choral music in the Northern Territory, was church
based, namely in the Methodist church, the Uniting Church, the Church of England and the
Catholic Church. A substantial deepening of the contribution of the churches to the choral
activities can be found in Michelle Gray’s paper ‘Choir and Choral Activities in Darwin since 1873’
(Gray, 1994).
For over a century, the individual churches contributed to the increase in musical knowledge and
education. Interestingly, the choirs of the different churches would, from time to time, come

6

http://trove.nla.gov.au/work/38632951?q&versionId=51259658
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together to perform in major events; however, this was not always with a religious purpose,
forming what was often referred as the Combined Churches Choir, and records show that several
choirs combined in 1891 to raise funds for the Catholic Church; this practice continued, for special
occasions, through the ensuing years.
In conjunction with the Combined Churches Choir, on Friday the 19th of July 1895 the Northern
Territory Times and Gazette (Darwin, NT: 1873-1927) mentions for the first time the Palmerston
(now Darwin) Dingo Glee Club. The Glee Club was mainly a social and recreational gathering and
comprised about fifteen men; the singing element of the Glee Club was one of the available afterwork-hours recreational activities. However, poetry readings and acting were also activities
included in the Glee Club’s schedule. The Palmerston Dingo Glee Club appears in the Gazette from
1895 to 1899; the Glee Club sung in numerous events, predominantly in either unison or two parts
songs. Their repertoire included British folk music as well as European Arias.7

7

Palmerston Dingo Glee Club- one of the many musical associations Fred Price had with Darwin- prominent

just before the turn of the century. (same as PH 238/2039) Top 5 L-R: A.J.Collier, A.Williamson,
Rev.H.Trewren, D.Kennedy, D.W.Dobinson. Top centre 3 L-R: H.Harvey, R.J.Beckwith, T.H.Harwood. 5 across
L-R: P.Freer, C.H.Sims, W.W.Andrews, J.J.Lawrie, F.A.Price. Lower 3 L-R: W.A.R.Knight, R.T.Green,
W.G.Barnes.
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After the Palmerston Dingo Club ceased to function,
there were no other choral groups until 1920, when
the first Darwin Choral Society was established by
Mr. W.F. Connoly. However, this group only lasted
two years before it was disbanded.
On the 14th of May 1945, a new Darwin Choral
Society (DCS) gathered for the first time for a
rehearsal at the YMCA Interchurch Club, on Smith
Street; Brigadier E. M. Dollery established the Darwin
Figure 1 The Palmerston Dingo Glee Club, Northern

Choral Society with the assistance of conductors

Territory Library (Circa 1895)

Lieutenant A. Bellhouse, and F. Armstrong.8
The Darwin Choral Society dedicated its activities to both Army members and the general-public
and gave extreme importance to the role of music education. All members received training in
music theory, as well as vocal training.

8

Army news (Darwin, NT:1941-1946)/Tue 15 May/Page 4 / Darwin Choral Society

www.trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/47717125?searchTerm=darwin%20choral%20society&searchLi
mits
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Figure 2The Darwin Choral Society: Pic-nic outing to Mica
Beach (1945)

Figure 3 The Darwin Choral Society ready to perform at Star Theatre (1945)

In 1985, when the Combined Churches Choir was finally disbanded, the Darwin Chorale was
founded, under the direction of Dr Dean Patterson. (Darwin Chorale issuing, 2015). Since 1985,
the Darwin Chorale has led most of the choral activities, often collaborating with other choirs and
music ensembles such as the Darwin Chamber Orchestra, the forerunner of the Darwin Symphony
Orchestra.
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In more recent times, other vocal ensembles have formed and have enriched the choral
environment of Darwin: Those choral groups are: VoxCrox Community Choir (2008), Still Belting
Out! senior citizens choir (2014), Sing Australia (2014) and the True Colours Chorus (2018).

1.6

Cultural and ethnic musical groups

From a musical perspective, one of the most fascinating features of the Darwin Community is its
multiculturalism. Several small ethnic musical groups have formed during the last 50 years and
have performed at various events. Most of these ethnic groups formed within a church
environment or a cultural club and sing at the local churches services on a weekly basis or at clubs’
event; Apart from the Tongan Choir, which counts about thirty members, most vocal groups are
not to be considered choirs as such, because they have neither a planned program of rehearsals
nor a consistent number of members. Some of the ethnic based choral collectives include: the
Filipino group, the African group and the Chinese group.
During the past 20 years, many of the ethnic based choral groups have come together and
performed under the direction of former Musical Director of the Darwin Chorale and the Darwin
Youth Choir, Ms. Nora Lewis AM. Ms. Lewis, a former senior music-educationalist, in the Northern
Territory Education Department, and a choral music expert in Darwin since the 1970s, has been
the driving force behind most vocal groups in Darwin; leading a long list of events and
performances, including ‘Carols by Candlelight’ and other independent concerts in which she has
often included most of the ethnical and cultural vocal groups.
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1.7

An overview of the Darwin region: the characteristics of the region and its impact
on choral activities

One of the most challenging aspects of this research project came from the peculiar migratory
nature of life in the Northern Territory, and more specifically in Darwin. When studying the region
and its population’s migratory dynamics, it is essential to take in consideration aspects such as the
isolation of Darwin (as compared to other Australian capital cities), the relatively high cost-ofliving, the socio-cultural environment, and even the weather conditions.
According to the Australian Bureau of Statistics (bulletin submitted on 31/03/2017), Darwin has a
population of 142,258 people (74,783 male and 67,475 female) and an average age of 33.3.9
In his research paper ‘Changes in net interstate migration (NIM) patterns to the Northern
Territory: volume, geography and basic demography’ (Carson, 2016), Dean Carson states that the
number of people moving into and out of the Northern Territory has remained between 30,000
and 35,000 each year; however, the number of outgoing-migrants has increased significantly in
recent years, starting from the year 2013. About 3000 men relocated to Darwin to work in the
INPEX gas project (Taylor & Winter, 2012). Although no INPEX employee was directly involved with
the two choirs, and, therefore, with this choral singing research project, some of their family
members joined VoxCrox, and then left once their partner’s work-contract ended; over the last 8
years, more than 400 people joined VoxCrox, that is to say, they joined the choir for only a
relatively brief period as they were passing through Darwin, so to speak, but only a core of 40
people remained, and can be considered long-term members of the choir. This migratory pattern

9

http://stat.abs.gov.au/itt/r.jsp?RegionSummary&region=7GDAR&dataset=ABS_REGIONAL_ASGS&geocon
cept=REGION&measure=MEASURE&datasetASGS=ABS_REGIONAL_ASGS&datasetLGA=ABS_REGIONAL_LG
A&regionLGA=REGION&regionASGS=REGION
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did not affect the senior citizens’ choir Still Belting Out! however, the migratory patterns have
certainly had an impact on the adult choir VoxCrox. Consequently, the timeline of this research
had to be reviewed on three occasions, due to the constant change in the membership of the
choir.

Remoteness
The remote location of Darwin has an impact on the participation of the members of the choirs to
the choral activities. One of the most peculiar aspects of life in Darwin, which is a direct
consequence of Darwin's remote location, is the prolonged absence of the members of the choir
from rehearsals. A very high percentage of choir members live far away from their place of origin
(interstate) and their family; consequently, whenever the choir members travels to visit their
families, they may remain absence for extended periods of time (sometimes for periods longer
than a month). Additionally, the two choirs involved directly in this research project, include many
members who are originally from countries other than Australia; therefore, in such cases it is
common for the absent choir member, in visiting their country of origin, extend their absence to
periods of several months.
There is no doubt that the extended absences of some choir members has had a severe impact on
the choral activities of the two choirs, and has also significantly affected the progress of this
research, as well as its timeframe.

Lifestyle and socio-economic condition
The Northern Territory is well known for its ‘laid-back’ lifestyle. Whilst musical activity of all types
plays an important role in the life of many Territory residents, the interests of a social nature of
the general population are very divergent. This diversity of interests is also reflected by the
outdoor nature of life in the north of the Northern Territory, these outdoor interests include:
23

fishing, sailing, motor sports, sport in general, fitness, and other outdoor hobbies and social
activities. The socio-economic reality can also affect the recruitment process for community
choirs; most community choirs in the Northern Territory have a joining fee and or membership
fee and some people are not able to afford to join the choirs. Although the number of new choirmembers has recently increased, it is always difficult, if not impossible, to predict how many
people will join the choirs over time.

The weather conditions
Darwin is a coastal city, situated on the shores of the Timor Sea, in the tropical area of Northern
Australia; and it has a Tropical Savanna Climate that produces a distinct Wet and Dry season each
year. As a consequence, the average temperature is remarkably stable all year around of about
30 degrees Centigrade10 (see Table 1-1). The Wet Season, which lasts from late October to the end
of April, is characterized by torrential rains and storms11; the problem is that often, during these
storms, the local roads flood, making driving hazardous. Consequently, many of those choir
members who live in the more isolated rural areas outside of Darwin are often connected to the
city of Darwin by a single road so they do not leave their homes during these bursts of torrential
rains; this inevitably means that occasionally, choir practice has to be cancelled or at the very least
postponed due to the adverse weather conditions.

10

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Darwin,_Northern_Territory

11

"Darwin Airport". Bureau of Meteorology. Retrieved 4 November 2014
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Table 1-1 Climate Data for Darwin Airport (1941-present)
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CHAPTER 2

2.1

Literature review

The role of the conductor in the past

…Choral Conductors, on the other hand, have to be aware of the techniques
of only one instrument. But that instrument is the most intractable,
inaccessible, difficult instrument of them all to teach. And those singers
usually come to us with less training on their instrument, often with scant
ability to use that instrument to sight-read unless they learned piano or cello
first. And you can't separate personality from the singer as you can with the
player. My French horn was not an inextricable part of my personality—my
voice is. Which is why when I blew a clam on the horn I would take the thing
away from my mouth and scowl at it, much like a tennis player at his racket
after a whiff or a net shot. When I sang a clam in the chorus there was
nowhere to look but my shoes. Talk about humbling!... Here's the flash from
the front, folks: our job is far more difficult than theirs is. Compared with the
tasks outlined above, clefs, transpositions, bowings, tonguing, and the like
recede into the elementary and accessible. Once you learn 'em, you've got
'em. In contrast, I'm still studying languages and trying to figure out voices
and singers. (Dehning, 2003, p. 36)

Nowadays, many conductors learn choral conducting through Higher Education classes, which are
focused predominantly on instrumental ensemble conducting (generally, orchestral conducting);
as a consequence, the teaching of the art and the skill-sets of choral conducting have been underrepresented and significantly underestimated, and, therefore, under-researched.
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Although there is a great deal of literature concerning orchestral conducting, starting from 1490
when Adam Fulda first explained the “idea of the tactus” as consisting of two beats, a “positio”
(down) and “Elevatio” (up) (Bonner, 2009, p. 3), there is no trace of discussion about choral
conducting until the 1930s in America and Germany as Choral conducting was not considered
different from instrumental conducting during the birth of modern conducting, consequently, not
much literature was developed on the topic of choral conducting. Gibala, explains how there was
no need for such figures as specifically choral conductors because the five most typical types of
choral ensembles at the period viz. Professional opera choruses, church choirs, amateur groups
interested in study of early music, amateur choral groups participating in performances and
amateur choral groups singing for recreation, were not relying on any choral conductors, but
would rather rely on orchestra conductors, voice teachers and répétiteurs (Gibala-Maharidge,
2005, p.20).
Written by William Finn, ‘The Art of the Choral Conductor’ (Finn, 1939), was the first important
work on the subject of choral conducting. Finn set the basis for choral literature by publishing a
number of volumes on choral conducting, some examining specific conducting techniques, such
as basic conducting patterns; in later books, he defined what a choral conductor should be and
how choral performance should look and sound. In the first books, Finn dedicated only a few
paragraphs about conducting beat-patterns, but, as he developed his own ideas of choral
conducting, he finally developed his own non-verbal vocabulary. Some of his gestures are still in
use today.
The choral conductor, who unlike the orchestra conductor, is under the
necessity of coaching the performers in the production of their tone quality,
must add to his code of signals appropriate gestures which will instruct the
singers what to emend and what to avoid during a performance. For
example, indifferent breathing must be corrected. A slight tapping by the
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conductor on his chest will reveal to singers that the breath control must it be
improved. Perhaps descending intervals are delivered slightly flat; obviously
then the singers are not thinking these intervals as sufficiently close together,
and the conductor must so inform them; my signal for this purpose is the
rapid touching of middle finger and thumb. (Finn, 1939, p. 263)

Finn attributed the right-hand to the rhythm and the left-hand to dynamic variation; however, he
never attributes a fundamental role to the conductor. At this stage, the conductor functions as a
‘human metronome’, so to speak, rather than a leader. It was Kurt Thomas, in his 1971 book ‘The
choral conductor: technique of choral conducting in theory and practice’ who attributed a more
important role to the conductor, focusing on specific issues including technique, diction and vocal
training. As a consequence of these previously mentioned texts, at last the CC began losing the
semblance of a purposeless figure standing in front of the choir, instead the CC rightfully gained
significance, and as a consequence gained the opportunity to change the motion of the music and
its interpretation. After the works of Finn and Thomas, several pedagogical approaches appeared
in the choral-music environment world-wide. In ‘The grammar of Conducting’ written by Max
Rudolph, the author explains the different ways in which the conducting pattern may be
manipulated for musical effect (also for communicating expressivity). Rudolph asserts that it is not
enough to utilize the appropriate pattern dictated by the meter, but each pattern must be altered
according to the musical content (Rudolph, 1980 p.239-247).

2.2

The role of the conductor today

In choral conducting, the singers and the conductor essentially ‘move’ together, through the vocal
work, as in an interactive game between the two elements, in which the CC leads the group and
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the ensemble follows the directions of its leader; note, the word ‘conductor’ is derived from the
Latin word ‘conducare’ where con means together or with, and ducare meaning to lead. However,
the leadership of the modern CC is not to be considered only technical or strictly related to the
music-score; instead, it covers a varied list of duties depending on the choir typology (Durrant,
2000).
In professional choirs, the CC is typically limited to the responsibility for the overall musical
direction, and the leadership of the ensemble, through their professional knowledge (and even
personal charisma). However, in community choirs, the CC is often also required to be the artistic
director, musical director, vocal coach (and voice expert), répétiteur, manager and producer.
From a technical point of view, the CC’s musical direction is often limited to rhythmical and
dynamical directions, through physical movements that are usually repetitive, via a form of nonverbal communication; the act of conducting relies not only on the conductor’s baton or hand
technic, but also on facial expressions and general body movements (Ford, 2001).
In community choirs the CCs have the responsibility of leading a vocal ensemble by putting
themselves in the musical front-line, so to speak. This is no easy task, especially for those
individuals who are shy or who lack in charisma and/or stamina. For any aspiring CC, confidence
is mandatory, and can only be gained with the full knowledge of the vocal instrument, and the
ability to select the right examples to present their vocal ensemble. As with any conductor, a CC
has to have a good sense of rhythm, sense of pitch, an extensive knowledge of music theory,
particularly harmony and score analysis, musical style, and, of course, good interpersonal skills
(see Table2-1) (Varvarigou & Durrant, 2011).
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Table 2-1 elements in the key attributes of an effective choral conductor (Durrant, 2003, pp. 100-102)

The CC is often also the Artistic Director of a vocal ensemble, therefore, their role covers a variety
of tasks beyond directing the rehearsals, tasks such as the choice of the repertoire, the dress-code,
and the concert-scheduling, the preparation of choral rehearsals, and, finally, the technical,
practical and theoretical preparation of the choristers.
In addition, the choral conductor has to have very good interpersonal skills, particularly if they
finds themselves conducting a non-professional choir (Durrant, 2000).
Durrant, in his ‘Choral conducting: philosophy and practice’ (2012, p.107), highlighted eight areas
which CCs should be master of, or at least be aware of:
1) Creating a safe environment for the choir singers
2) Creating the atmosphere, balancing professionalism and fun
3) Lead the choir through useful and appropriate warm-up exercises
4) Planning and preparation of the rehearsals
5) Choice of the appropriate verbal and non-verbal language
6) Movement in the choral rehearsal
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7) Spacing and acoustics
8) Intelligent rehearsing (space and time management)

Alan J Gumm, in his book ‘Six functions of conducting: A new foundation for music educators’,
assumes a different approach and establishes six functions of the CC, necessary to bring the
ensemble to “…greater heights than attained with traditional mechanics and expression alone”.
Gumm’s so-called Six Primary Functions, have been a pivotal foundation of this research, they are:
1) Mechanical precision function: referred to the conducting patterns and assigned to the
right hand. Well-timed entrance cues and cut-off release.
2) Expressive function: expressive gestures to shape the musical phrases, the dynamics and
different emphasis in phrase, the change of tempo and in general, the changes in
emotional tension.
3) Motivational function: to help choral singers to stay alert and responsive to the
conductor. Motivational functions come into play when conductors vary the size and
intensity of gestures in order to attract the attention of the musicians. “Motivation is the
goal when a conductor signals a reminder to keep eye contact, points out when minds
wander, gives a wink of recognition, gives a quick alerting side glance, randomly scans the
ensemble, or raises the enthusiasm of gestures and facial expressions for no reason but to
mentally engage musicians”.
4) Physical technique function: “to shape the music by helping singers shape their physical
technique. It is the rationale behind choral directors’ practice of mouthing words,
gesturing vowels shapes and consonants articulations, or signaling posture or low breath
support to the choir”.
5) Unrestrained tone function: The conductor can be in control of tension of the chorister
and therefore can avoid over tension and stimulate relaxation through smother and wider
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movements, facial expressions. “An unrestricted tone function can also be carried out by
conducting smaller, slighter, and with less force or even by stopping conducting for a short
time”.
6) Psychosocial function: to foster interdependence and shared interpretative decisions
with the ensemble and develop a dynamic psychosocial relationship between the
conductor and the choral ensemble (Gumm, 2012, p.44).

It is evident, both from the points of view of Durrant and Gumm, that the modern CC covers a very
different, and a more complex and complete role compared to the CCs of the past; both
researchers have also expressed the significance of non-verbal communication in the art of choral
conducting.

2.3

Non-verbal communication in vocal ensembles

“93 percent of meaning in a conversation is conveyed nonverbally – 38
percent through the use of the voice and 55 percent through the face”.
Merhrabian, 1971 (as cited in Lapakko, 1997, p. 66)
Five out of the six of Gumm’s primary functions rely on non-verbal communication.
•

The main aspects of non-verbal communication during rehearsal and performance are the
CC’s:

•

The facial expressions;

•

The movement of arms and hands;

•

The general posture of the body.

Facial expressions, particularly through the movements of the mouth and the eyes, have a
significant importance because they can communicate, with immediate impact, to the whole
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choir. Researchers have reported that expert CCs use expressive facial expressions more
frequently than do novice CCs, (Livingstone, Thompson, & Russo, 2009), and further that
communication skills and expressivity are stronger when knowledge is secure, that is to say in the
experienced CC (as cited in Goolsby, 1999). Furthermore, observers, the audience, prefer CCs who
use their faces expressively compared to those who do not (Wollner, 2008; Yarbroug, 1975).
Further research studies on conductors’ communication and interpersonal
skills have found that, for example, students in a choir were more attentive
when less time was spent in verbal instruction; verbal imagery and analogy can
be more effective in rehearsal than technical instruction to gain appropriate
vocal timbres and produce and expressive performance; the conductor’s
extrovert behavior and quick pacing in rehearsal can hasten the singer’s
learning more than introvert behavior and a slow methodical pace. (Durrant,
2005, p.87)

In Bonner’s PhD Thesis, ‘Non-verbal language, gesture and the choral conductor’ (Bonner, 2009)
Bonner believes that significant aspects of non-verbal communication in choral conducting are to
be attributed to the communication skills of the CC. In other words, that some CCs are more
effective in their non-verbal communication than others.
Poliniak insists on the importance of the posture of the CC, which can also influence the sound of
the choir (Poliniak, 2014) while Silvey emphasizes the importance of facial expressions and that
observers, the choir, react more promptly to CCs who use clearer facial expressions than those
who don’t use sufficient facial expressions (Silvey, 2013); choir members in fact have the tendency
to mirror the posture of the CC and respond emphatically to its attitude towards the musical piece.
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Conducting styles and non-verbal communication seem to vary according to the nature of the
ensemble; a children choir for example may require different movements than a professional
adult choir therefore, CCs often develop different conducting styles to accommodate different
types of choirs.
In the community choir sector, many CCs begin their conducting activity without having received
extensive formal training. Community choir’s CCs often develop their own non-verbal vocabulary.
These new-self-developed non-verbal vocabularies, which include different subjective elements,
can almost be perceived as some type of musical witchcraft12 in which every conductor has his
own language and the choir members learn to interpret the CC’s individual conducting language
over the rehearsal period. If, however all CCs could share the same non-verbal vocabulary, by
using the same language to communicate with their vocal ensembles, the type of choir being
rehearsed would have no relevance, and all types of choirs (children choirs, community choirs,
professional chorales, barbershop choruses etc.) could then be conducted by any CC, not just by
their own individual CC.
Another important issue that needs to be discussed, concerns the variety of musical elements that
can be expressed by the CC. For centuries, the CC has dictated, the tempo, the changes in the
dynamics, and the relationship of the various phrases but the CC had a very limited gestural
vocabulary that would allow him to change the timbre of the sound, other than by stopping the
rehearsal and producing a vocal example. Also, as Ford states “The more time the conductor
spends talking in an attempt to convey his or her musical ideas to the ensemble, the less time the
ensemble has to put those ideas into practice and turn them into art.” (Ford, 2001, p. 20)

12

practiced but not effective or formally recognized (Professor M. Jarvis, personal communication, August

2016)
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Ford also states, “The conductor who uses gestures that are at odds (non-verbally) with his or her
musical desire must spend a great deal of time talking to the choir and convincing them to ignore
the non-verbal cues they are seeing while performing the conductor's musical intent” (Ford, 2001,
p. 21). In my own experience, what Ford identifies in the previous sentence is the principal reason
why misunderstandings, and therefore, bad performances occur; therefore, a more solid and
globally recognized non-verbal vocabulary needs to be established to avoid these types of
misunderstandings. Since it would be very difficult to develop such a global non-verbal vocabulary
that uses only the CC’s facial expression and body posture, in the next few paragraphs I will discuss
only the movements of the arms and the hands.

2.4

Hand signals in choral conducting

Probably the most important music pedagogue who first approached a kinaesthetic, non-verbal
approach to music-pedagogy was the Hungarian ethnomusicologist, pedagogue, composer and
philosopher Zoltán Kodály (1882-1967). His renowned approach is, nowadays, one of the most
successful teaching methodologies, and it is widely integrated within music education, in both
primary and secondary schools around the world. One of the main elements of Kodaly’s method
is the application of the seven hand-signals originally developed by John Curwen13 to indicate the
eight steps of the major scale (as shown in figure 2-1) (Rainbow, 1976). Students learn to

13

(1816-1880) John Curwen, (born Nov. 14, 1816, Heckmondwike, Yorkshire, Eng.—died May 26, 1880,

Manchester), British music educator and founder of the tonic sol-fa system of musical notation, which
concentrates the student’s attention on the relating of sounds to notation in a systematic way.
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distinguish the intervals between the notes by associating specific hand signals to scale’s steps.
Once the students have successfully associated the hand signals to the different grades of the
scale, the tutor no longer needs to demonstrate, but can ask the students to sing according to the
hand signals he/she is showing (Richards & Kodály, 1966).
Figure 4 Zoltán Kodály - Hand signals to indicate the eight notes of the major scale14

While the Kodály hand-signals indicate the notes of the scale (Do, Re, Mi, Fa etc.), they do not
attempt to address the issue of voice quality; to address this issue, Estill Voice International (EVI)
have developed a set of hand signals associated with the vocal structures (See Chapter 4) that
indicate to the singer the type of voice quality desired and change the quality of the sound of the
voice.15 The EVT hand signals are typically used during one on one singing lessons, and are
deployed by the tutor to prompt a change in the vocal structures of the student (for example to
increase projection, ease vocalization, change vowel shaping etc.).

14

Https://nikkapenuela.school.blog/author/nikkapenuela

15

See Chapter 4 – The Estill Voice Training
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2.5

Choral conducting, voice science and technology

In this section, the intersection of new research and choral conducting will be discussed, this is in
order to determine in what way the role of the CC has benefitted from the past thirty years of
scientific voice research.
In her book ‘Science and Singing’, Dr. Jean Callaghan remarks how vocal-teachers and CCs are no
longer under the constant threat of the vague questions from students and choir members,
because they no longer rely on creating imagery whilst teaching; rather, they can draw from a
scientific or medical vocabulary instead of using a vocabulary that is obscure, obsolete and
unclear. Voice-science, has indeed provided the vocal training profession with the terminology
and tools to express concepts clearly and in a more direct way, leaving no opportunity for
misunderstandings (Callaghan, 1998a, p. 27-31).
Most concepts that are usually taught using traditional imagery strategies can, and should, now
be supported by scientific explanations, this is to strengthen the knowledge of the singers and to
stimulate the student’s thirst for knowledge of the vocal instrument. Although it is not compulsory
to teach the choristers the anatomy and physiology of the vocal system, but the CC should learn
the main physiological principles of the voice to be able to explain its functions. Having gained a
basic anatomical knowledge of the vocal instrument will benefit not only the CC but the choristers
as well.
The CC will then have to be able to transfer the knowledge of the anatomy and physiology of the
vocal system into practical examples for the choristers to develop kinesthetic awareness and
recognize the individual structures of the voice to then engage them to obtain specific sounds.
I often tell my students and choristers, as a truism, which states that unlike instrumentalists, we
are unable to “grab” our instrument and blow into it to produce the sound! The voice is quite
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literally an invisible instrument; and developing kinesthetic awareness16 of the voice is critical to
gain control of it. During her courses, I have often heard Estill say, “Stop listening to your voice and
start listening to your muscles!”
Nowadays, it is possible to increase the level of awareness through many tools, both visual and
audio; that is to say, the use of such as the spectrographic analysis of the voice. In addition, realtime feedback technology is becoming more present in aiding the enhancement of vocal skill
development (Leong, 2014); and, software programs such as Sing & See, VoxEd, VoceVista and
Voiceprint, are commonly found in singing classes (Howard, 2005) and in choral practices.
The World Wide Web has also had a significant impact on the way many signing teachers and CCs
lead their sessions, by showing photographs and videos related to the act of singing or to the vocal
instrument itself. Developing an idea, even if basic, of the vocal instrument has recently become
an important element in the teaching of singing; the opportunity to view in real-time, through
endoscopic examination, the structures and movements of the vocal instrument, has had a
positive impact on the way we teach our singers and for not well understood reason speeds up
the learning process for the student.

16

acquisition of an internal awareness of the body and the relationship of body parts to one another.
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CHAPTER 3

Estill Voice Training

In the material that follows, an overview of the Estill Voice Training (EVT) will be presented so that
the general reader can understand the fundamentals of this model of vocal training and,
therefore, for the general reader to have a wider understanding of the purpose of this research.
This chapter does not explain the EVT to its fullness extent, but rather provides the reader with
an overview of the main elements the EVT that were employed for the purposes of this research.
Should the reader be interested in developing a more accurate knowledge in the EVT, it is
recommended that the reader should attend one of the many courses that are taught in most
countries. 17

3.1

Josephine Antoniette Estill

Born in 1921, Josephine (Jo) Antoniette Estill was an American pioneer in the world of voice
research and voice training. Founder of the Estill Voice Training ™ originally known as Estill VoiceCraft™. Estill has left the legacy of the Estill Voice Model and Training methods, with over 250
certified voice teachers worldwide.
Estill was a very talented singer. She began her singing career very early in life and sang classical
music professionally on the radio in Pittsburgh from 1939–1940 at KQV. After attending Oberlin
Conservatory, she continued her professional career in 1940–1947 in Hollywood.
Josephine moved to Colorado Springs for further voice studies and subsequently met and married
Thomas Estill in 1948 a local businessman and arts enthusiast, 15 years her senior. In 1949, they
had daughter, Alice Antoinette Estill. Soon thereafter, she sang several classical concerts with the
Denver Businessmen’s Chorus. In 1953, financed by Thomas Estill and her brother, Dan Vadala,

17

https://www.estillvoice.com/courses/search
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she launched a European solo concert tour with venues including The Hague, Amsterdam,
Copenhagen, Oslo, London, Zurich, Geneva and Paris. With stellar reviews, she was poised for a
professional classical music career when her tour was cut short by her husband’s heart attack in
1954. They later divorced in 1957.
Estill continued to sing as a soloist with the Colorado Springs Chorale, Air Force Academy Chorus,
the Colorado Springs Symphony and local churches for the next 13 years. She performed the
operatic roles of Dido, Sr. Angelica, Aida, Tosca, and others with the Colorado Springs Opera.
During this time, she also worked as a bookkeeper for the Air Force Academy, and raised her
daughter, Alice; many of her live and studio performances were recorded by KRCC radio engineer
Bud Edmunds, who replayed them on air. In 2009, Alice Estill later compiled her mother’s
recordings into a 4-CD set called “On Wings of Song”.
In 1966, Estill returned to college to complete a BA in Music Education. As adjunct Instructor in
Voice with the Colorado College Music Department, she realized that there was a need for voicequality vocal education materials that formed the basis for the future of EVT™. In 1969, Estill
received a BA in Liberal Arts from Colorado College. In 1971, she obtained an MA in Music
Education from Case Western Reserve University in Cleveland, Ohio. While at Case Western, Estill
completed a Minor sequence in the field of Speech and Hearing, marking her introduction to
voice-science. Having recovered from colon cancer at the age of 51, she vowed to pursue voice
science research at Case Western Reserve University in Cleveland to bring closure and meaning to
her life experiences.
From 1972–1979, Estill was employed as a research associate in the Department of
Otolaryngology, at the Upstate Medical Center, Syracuse, New York. She worked under Dr. Ray
Colton, and Dr. David Brewer, two of the top voice researchers in the United States and began her
pioneering research on six voice qualities: speech, falsetto, sob, twang, opera, and belt. The team
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of Colton, Brewer and Estill presented many papers on their research to the 'Care of the
Professional Voice' conferences of the Voice Foundation in New York City as well as to other
professional associations throughout the world. She subsequently published over 40 professional
articles reporting on her scientific studies of the voice.
Between 1980-1984, Estill completed her PhD course work at the City University of New York and
continued formulating the revolutionary Estill Voice Model. Based in Manhattan, she worked on
a variety of research projects with key leaders in the fields of voice science all over the world. She
taught, concurrently, seminars for performers and others in her voice model, which transformed
sophisticated research concepts into accessible and meaningful vocal exercises. She often used
videos, laboratory data, and later, endoscopy of the students’ own vocal tracts in order to improve
the student’s understanding of the physiology and their voice, and to provide them with useful
feedback.
Estill’s success in teaching and research led to the formal development of EVT™. With her family,
Estill founded 'Estill Voice Training Systems LLC' in 1992 to protect her work and to certify
instructors in the model. She produced a variety of materials for use by voice instructors, whom
she tested and certified by herself, in order to ensure their understanding and ability to teach her
model. Her travelling schedule became more intense as her success with the Estill model became
known, and her ideas came into favor in both scientific and artistic communities.
In 1997, she moved from New York City to Santa Rosa, California, to live near her family. She
continued to travel, however, and flew entirely around the globe, giving seminars and carrying
out further voice research. By 2003 at the age of 82, suffering from arthritis, she retired. Her
many devoted students came to Santa Rosa to celebrate her work in what became the inaugural
Estill World Voice Symposium. In June 2004, the business was sold into a partnership, known today
as Estill Voice International, LLC.
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On September 10, 2004, in a ceremony in London’s Covent Garden, Estill received an Honorary
Doctorate from the University of East Anglia, and she was also named Honorary Associate of the
Royal Academy of Music. In 2005, she attended the 2nd Estill World Voice Symposium in Orlando,
Florida. In 2007, Estill was further honored in Boulder, Colorado, at a gala performance by the
ARS Nova Singers, an exceptional choir trained in the Estill Voice Model.18
Figure 5 Paolo Fabris, Stefania Fratepietro and Jo Estill, Modica, Sicily, Italy (1999)

18

http://www.estilleducation.org/her-story
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3.2

Introduction to the Estill Voice Training™

The EVT is a program for the improvement of vocal skills, based on deconstructing the process of
voice production into control of specific structures, in the vocal mechanism (Shewell, 2009)
allowing the voice user to produce different Vocal Qualities (Klimek et al., 2005b). Through EVT,
students participate to a series of courses, typically led by EVT certified instructors. The courses
include two levels: During the First Level, students learn the individual structures of the vocal
instrument (also called Compulsory Figures) that can be independently controlled. Every figure
has specific Hand Signals deployed by the teacher or the conductor to avoid interruption of the
performance of the students or choir. For this research, I have explored only a few aspects of the
EVT to demonstrate how to deploy the model in choral conducting. To learn more about the Estill
Model, I would strongly recommend attending an official EVT course taught by an Estill Mentor
and Course Instructors (EMCI) through Estill Voice International.19
Note: all Figures and tables which are related to the EVT, are used with permission from Estill
Voice International.
The Compulsory Figures are:

19

•

True Vocal Folds: Onset/Offset Control

•

True Vocal Folds: Body-Cover Condition

•

False Vocal Folds Control

•

Thyroid Cartilage Control

•

Cricoid Cartilage Control

•

Larynx height Control

•

Velum Control

•

Tongue Control

•

Aryepiglottic Sphincter Control

•

Jaw Control

https://www.estillvoice.com/courses/search
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•

Lips Control

•

Head and Neck Control

•

Torso Control

Figure 6 Structures included in the Estill Voice Training (Klimek, 2005)

During the second level, students learn the voice qualities produced by different combinations of
the structures learnt during the first level. Although voice qualities do not have hand signals, new
hand signals were designed to facilitate this research.
The Voice qualities are:
•

Speech

•

Falsetto

•

Twang (Nasal and Oral)

•

Sob (with its ‘Cry’ variation)

•

Belting

•

Opera
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3.3

Motor learning

Learning to sing is, of course, very different from learning any other musical discipline, this is due
to the hidden nature of the vocal instrument itself. Also, while it is relatively straightforward to
evaluate the progress of the study of a given musical instrument, it is not as straightforward to
evaluate the progress of the study of singing. Singing requires constant external evaluations by
the teacher, and improvement is often evaluated through subjective opinions (e.g. "Did I like how
that sounded and felt?"). In addition, the perception that the singer has of his voice is distorted;
these are all reasons why the singer should develop a strong kinaesthetic awareness and learn to
evaluate the sensations that he perceives while performing. As I stated earlier Estill used to say,
“Listen hard to your voice but harder to your body”. Through the EVT voice users get to experience
Motor Learning by recognizing the structures involved in a specific task, being able to give a name
to these structures, and to learn exercises for deliberate practice of the various elements of voice
physiology.

3.4

Attractor states

The relationship between physical, environmental and behavioural properties of motor control is
developed and widely discussed in the Dynamical System Theory by (Kelso, 1995). According to
Kelso, physical features as well as character traits affect the way our body reacts to internal and
external stimuli. Even our voice, and the structures that constitute the vocal instrument, are
significantly affected by our physical state, our physical features, and our personality plus
background traits20.

20

Habits, education, socio-economic background.
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The term Attractor state is used in dynamical system theory to describe a
condition of stability during motor task. In singing, some structures are
naturally attracted to a specific condition at a given pitch or volume. For
example, the condition of stability, or attractor state, for chest voice is low
pitch, and the condition of stability, or attractor state, for head voice is high
pitch (Estill et al., 2005, p. 7).
To express the concept of attractor state, singing teachers and the CC often use the term “habit”,
however, this term is too generic and does not address the fact that some of the structures change
their position due to a natural physiological interplay, not necessarily gained through repetition,
but that can be associated with subjective physical and emotional features. To better understand
this concept, one can think of a shy person who does not like to sing loudly due to his shyness;
this trait cannot be described as a habit, of course, but should be addressed because of an
attractor state.
A period of intensive training is needed to over-ride attractor states, and a period of instability is
to be expected when trying to over-ride an attractor state to establish a new attractor state.

3.5

Compulsory figures overview

Compulsory figures, which are named after the compulsory figures of the Figure Skating that
athletes have to master before accessing to the next level of expertise, are the fundamentals of
the EVT. After analysing many different vocal qualities, that is to say: Speech, Twang, Sob and
Opera, from both an acoustic and a visual perspective through the use of X-Rays and
Electromyography (EMG), Estill concluded that different sounds correspond to the different
shapes of the vocal tract.
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What Estill observed was the different anatomical structures that make up the vocal instrument,
change the shape of the vocal tract; that is to say, the distance between the Vocal Folds and the
lips. Not all structures can change positions, however, all structures attribute a specific sound to
the voice, therefore, to achieve a specific Vocal Quality, the singer must master all the different
Figures, and become capable of recognizing all structures and move or activate those structures
independently. In the next section, I will review the Compulsory Figures and Qualities of the EVT.
For each of the Compulsory Figures and the associated Vocal Quality, I will discuss the main
physiological structures involved and show the hand-signals and ideograms associated with the
compulsory figures and the associated vocal quality. I will then show how each compulsory figure
and its associated vocal quality looks when analysed through spectrographic software, and, finally,
I will discuss the possible applications to choral music.

True Vocal Folds: Onset/Offset Control
EVT separates the control of the beginning and the end of the sound, from control of the tone in
the middle, however, onsets are “matched” to specific body-cover conditions therefore using a
specific onset will determine the body-cover condition. EVT teaches three different ways to
commence (onset) and stop (offset) the sound production according to the interplay between the
thyroarytenoid muscle, the arytenoid cartilages and the breath. Each onset naturally triggers
different Body Cover Conditions (3.5.2); For example, the glottal onset can trigger the Thick BodyCover condition, resulting in a loud sound; if the task of the choir is to sing softly, the glottal onset
may not be the most appropriate choice.
The three options for True Vocal Folds: Onset/Offset are: Glottal; Aspirate; Smooth.

Glottal Onset: In the Glottal Onset, the vocal folds close tightly to extinguish breath and tone,
and the folds are adducted, closed, before the sound begins. Glottal onset is generally used to
produce a loud and bright sound.
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Applications in choral music: Due to its explosive beginning, a glottal onset in choral music may be
counterproductive unless all the singers are well trained and know perfectly when to commence
the sound therefore this onset is recommended to soloists only. Glottal onset is one of the aspects
of the Belting Quality.

Figure 7 Glottal Onset Hand Signal and Ideogram (Klimek, 2005)

HAND SIGNAL

IDEOGRAM

Aspirate Onset: During the Aspirate Onset, the airflow starts before the glottis closes, therefore,
it is possible to hear the exhalation of breath before the sound begins.

Application in Choral Music: Aspirate Onset can be ideal in choral singing to blend the voices and
produce a sound with an indefinite start however it may not be ideal if breath noise is undesired.
It is generally soft and may lack in energy but can be effective if properly performed. This onset
can be Abrupt or Gradual; in the abrupt Aspirate onset, tone emerges from breath noise suddenly
while in the Gradual Aspirate Onset, tone emerges out of the breath, like a sigh.
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Figure 8 Aspirate Onset Hand Signal and Ideogram (Klimek, 2005)
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IDEOGRAM

Smooth Onset: Smooth Onset is produced by simultaneous initiation of breath flow and glottal
closure, demanding refined coordination of breath and vocal fold closure. In the Offset, breath
flow and tone cease at the same time.

Figure 9 Smooth Onset Hand Signal and Ideogram (Klimek, 2005)

HAND SIGNAL

IDEOGRAM
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Figure 10 Spectrogram of the vowel / i / in four True Vocal Folds Onset/Offset Conditions

Possible applications in choral music
The ability to start the sound collectively is an essential aspect of choral singing. If the CC and the
choristers know when to sing, the three different types of True Vocal Folds (TVF) Onset, can
influence the sound and make the auditory experience more satisfying. The Simultaneous Onset
is used every time there is a need for a sound without a precise beginning; for example, it can be
used in a musical phrase with a low volume before a crescendo (Mass of Voice). The listeners (the
audience) perceive a single sound, subdued, dark and balanced thanks to the inclination of the
thyroid cartilage.
The Glottal Onset is generally used in contemporary music, and, due to its very sudden stroke, it
needs to be carefully rehearsed with particular attention given to the muscular effort to avoid
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laryngeal constriction. In order to be effective, the effort employed in this type of onset should be
the same for every chorister.
Finally, the Abrupt Aspirate Onset, can be used to create a characterization of the sound; however,
it is not very common and it is generally avoided due to its breath inefficiency. Gradual Aspirate
Onset can be deployed when the beginning of the tone does not have to be strongly perceived by
the audience however it requires high control and it is therefore advised against in community
choirs or amateur choirs.

True Vocal Folds: Body-Cover condition (BCC)
I often tell my students that good quality singing happens when a proper balance between the
exhaled breath and the number of vibrations per second of the Vocal Folds (Pitch) occurs. Most
beginners have an innate instinct (attractor state) to over-exhale in the higher part of their range
forcing the Vocal Folds to cope with an unnatural condition. To avoid vocal trauma and to achieve
ease, students learn to control the abduction of the Vocal Folds (VF) and develop awareness of
how the Vocal Folds react to the Breath flow. The activity of muscles like the Thyroarytenoid
Muscle (TA) and the Cricothyroid Muscle (CT) determines the thickness and the length of the TVF.
EVT chose four conditions to maintain the abduction of the folds, whether it is complete abduction
or partial through control of the multi-layer structures of the Vocal Folds.

The principle behind the control of the Body-Cover is ‘longer closed phase – louder volume’
(Hirano, 1974). To lengthen the close phase of the TVF, the Body-Cover must be Thick. In
traditional singing schools, teachers use different terminologies to explain the Thick Body-Cover
condition such as the so called: Chest Voice, Modal Speech, Speech Quality, Parlando or Full Voice.
The Thick Body-Cover condition can be easily found in contemporary Pop-music, in Musical
Theatre, in Gospel Music and Jazz.
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Figure 11 Body-Cover, Thick Condition Hand Signal and Ideogram (Klimek, 2005)
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By shortening the closed phase, the voice loses loudness and becomes weaker. The Vocal Folds
are stretched due to the lengthening of the body-cover through the tilt of the Thyroid Cartilage.
This condition is called Thin Body-Cover. It is common to hear teachers defining this condition
with terminologies like: Head Voice, Mix, Soft or Suspended. Thin Body-Cover condition is found
in most styles that require controlled soft sounds, darkness and emotionally intense phrases like
in Opera, Musical Theatre and some of the contemporary music in the 50’s and 60’s (crooners).

Figure 12 Body-Cover, Thin Condition Hand Signal and Ideogram (Klimek, 2005)
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IDEOGRAM

Stiff Body-Cover Condition produces a tone with varying degrees of breathiness. The closing phase
is minimal, and it has been described as Breathy, Floating, Hollow or Veiled. In male singers can
sometimes be called Falsetto, however, the technique for the EVT Falsetto Quality is much more
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complex. Stiff Body-Cover condition can be heard in Jazz music, in choral music and musical
theater.
Figure 13 Body-Cover, Stiff Condition Hand Signal and Ideogram (Klimek, 2005)
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Finally, the Slack Body-Cover condition is rarely used in singing voices; it is more likely to be heard
in speaking voices. The vocal fold is loosened, making both Body and Cover slack, creating a unique
pulse-like rattle. It is often called: creaky, fry, pulse or tight. It is very common in tired voices, but
it can also add a quasi-sexual element in some singing styles.
Figure 14 Body-Cover, Slack Condition Hand Signal and Ideogram (Klimek, 2005)

HAND SIGNAL

IDEOGRAM
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Possible applications in choral music
In my practice, I often use the change of the Body-Cover conditions to influence the dynamic of
the musical phrase, particularly when I need to prompt a ‘messa di voce’21 or a ‘subito-piano’22.
The change between Body-Cover conditions can be gradual or abrupt. When deployed abruptly,
it is recommended that all choristers are vigilantly watching the CC to make the change
simultaneously. If one thinks, for example, of a change between a Thick BCC and a Stiff BCC,
therefore, from a loud sound to a weaker and breathier sound, the simultaneity of the change is
vital; this is due to the ‘clicking’ sound that occurs during the change.
Every BCC emits a specific sound, different in both dynamics and timbre. Excluding the Slack B-CC,
which I personally do not encourage in choral singing, the other conditions can be used to affect
the timbre of the voice. The Stiff condition, for example, adds breathiness to the sound improving
the blending however, it may be difficult to manage, as it requires very good breath management
skills.

21

Gradual crescendo and diminuendo while sustaining one note.

22

The sudden change in voice volume, from loud to soft.
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Figure 15 Spectrogram of the vowel /i/ in four True Vocal Folds Body-Cover conditions
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False Vocal Folds (FVF) control
“Sing with an open throat!” - How many times, singing students all over the world have heard this
sentence? Sometimes kindly whispered, sometimes yelled at them; but it is hard to tell how many
students have achieved this necessary openness of the throat, or how many singers have even
understood what was meant by the instruction. In 1996, Estill’s paper “Videoendoscopic analysis
of the laryngeal function during laughter”, published in the Annals of Otology, Rhinology and
Laryngology, changed forever the way we use the term ‘Open Throat’. Finally, as a result of this
aforementioned article there was an explanation to the sensation of ‘Open Throat’ and a clearer
way to teach a student of voice how to experience the feel of an ‘Open Throat’. The endoscopic
analysis showed how laughter pulls the Ventricular Folds (False Vocal Folds) aside, allowing the
True Vocal Folds to vibrate without any obstruction. This not only decreases the chance of vocal
trauma, but also creates a brighter and clearer sound allowing the student to achieve higher notes
and to have a clearer tone along the whole range (Yanagisawa et al, 1996).
The closure of the False Vocal Folds (FVF) plays a vital role in the protective functions of the larynx.
Both TVF and FVF close tightly during swallowing, throat clearing, and coughing. They also close
during strenuous activities that need breathe holding to generate the high pressure required for
heavy lifting, voiding of the bowels and delivery of babies (Steinhauer at al., 2017, p. 63).
The EVT chooses three positions of the FVF: Mid position; Constricted position; Retracted position.
As shown in Figure 3-15, the fundamental frequency is generally affected by the involvement of
the Ventricular Folds (Bailly, 2014).
Mid position of the FVF: Assuming the good and healthy condition of the individual vocal system,
the Mid position of the FVF can be found in quiet breathing and in comfortable speaking or singing.
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Figure 16 FVF, Neutral position Hand Signal and Ideogram (Klimek, 2005)
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Constricted position of the FVF: Laryngeal constriction is a natural feature of the FVF to protect
the TVF and the respiratory system. The FVF close the way to the lungs avoiding occlusion of the
airways below the plane of the TVF. FVF close every time there is a need for the body to hold
oxygen inside the lungs. In individuals with no voice complaints, situations in which the FVF can
be partially or completely closed are: during coughing, hiccups, fright, breath holding, singing over
Most Comfortable Vocal Effort (MCVE).

Figure 17 FVF, Constricted position Hand Signal and Ideogram (Klimek, 2005)
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Retracted position of the FVF: In the Italian ‘Bel Canto’, the condition used to be defined as
“singing with an open throat”(Bozeman, 2015) however the understanding of this condition is still
not completely accurate as it involves a number of different structures, including the FVF(Mitchell
& Kenny, 2008).

Figure 18 FVF, Retracted position Hand Signal and Ideogram (Klimek, 2005)
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Figure 19 Spectrogram of the vowel / i / in three FVF Conditions (Constricted, Mid, Retracted)
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Thyroid Cartilage control
The Thyroid Cartilage (Mitchell & Kenny) is the largest structure of the Larynx. Its function is both
structural and protective. The Vocal Folds lay horizontally behind the Thyroid Cartilage and are
attached to the Thyroid notch or Adam’s apple. It can tilt from a vertical to a tilt anteriorly position
when the Cricothyroid muscle activates. The result of this tilting movement is a lengthening of the
vocal fold, which become longer and thinner.
Vertical Thyroid cartilage: generally, when we speak or are in a relaxed condition, the Thyroid
Cartilage remains vertical. This condition is associated to quiet breathing, chest voice, Speech
Quality. Other general definitions are, authentic, blunt, bored, dulled, earthly, natural, raw,
straight, untrained, uncultured (Steinhauer at al., 2017, p. 91).
Figure 20 Thyroid Cartilage, Vertical position Hand Signal and Ideogram (Klimek, 2005)
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Tilted Thyroid Cartilage: when the Thyroid Cartilage is tilted, the sound produced is mellow, sweet
and “cried”. One of the prompts to help tilting the TC is in fact to speak or sing as to recreate a
feeling of sadness at the level of the larynx. I often suggest to a student that they should pretend
to cry and to feel the movements of the TC with their hands. If properly executed, the shifting of
the Cartilage will be evident and easy to perceive with the simple touch of one’s hand.
Since the tilting of the TC affects the length of the vocal folds, it also affects the quality of the
sound and the pitch. The thinner the VF are, the higher and softer the fundamental frequency (F₀)
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will be; as opposite, the thicker the vocal folds are, the louder and lower the fundamental
frequency will be (Steinhauer at al., 2017, p. 93-94).
Figure 21 Thyroid Cartilage, Tilted position Hand Signal and Ideogram (Klimek, 2005)
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From an acoustic point of view (figure 3-18), the spectrographic analysis shows the effects of the
tilted position of the TC in which there is an improvement of the closure of the Vocal Folds with
decreased amount of air and decreased inter-harmonic noise. The waveform appears to be
reduced in size and the bandwidth between 2 KHZ and 4 KHz appears to be weaker.

Figure 22 Spectrogram of the vowel / i / in the two Thyroid Cartilage conditions: Vertical and Tilted
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Possible applications in choral music
The tilt of the thyroid cartilage occurs in most singers as the pitch raises and the vocal folds assume
an elongated position to produce higher and softer notes. As this Figure is one of the aspects of
the Opera quality and due to its association with laryngeal retraction, can be used as variation of
most any other quality and therefore is commonly deployed in choral singing. This Figure is to be
avoided when producing a loud sound as in Belting quality or Speech quality.

Larynx height control
When one speaks or sings, the larynx changes its height according to the pitch produced. The
muscles responsible for the raising and lowering of the Larynx are the Supra- and Infra-hyoids,
they are the muscles that attach above and below the hyoid bone. Also, contributing to the lifting
of the larynx are the pharyngeal constrictors and Extrinsic muscles of the tongue and Velum(E.
Yanagisawa, Estill, Mambrino, & Talkin, 1991). This change in height of the larynx, affects the
length of the vocal tract23 and, therefore, the depths of the sound.

23

The distance between the vocal folds and the lips.
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Figure 23 Drawings from x-rays of Estill Vocal Tract used to measure vocal tract length in different voice
qualities(H. Colton & A. Estill, 1981)

Mid position
During breathing, the larynx remains in mid position; while in quiet conversation is possible to
relax the muscles above and below the Hyoid bone to maintain a mid-position of the Larynx, in
singing, it is necessary to engage muscular activity to control the movements of the larynx. The
mid position generates a tone that is commonly described as: Relaxed voice; Speech-like;
Untrained.
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Figure 24 Larynx, Mid position Hand Signal and Ideogram (Klimek, 2005)
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High position
This is the position of the Larynx at high pitches. It is often associated to terms like: bright
resonance; treble; shallow tone; strained; thin tone. Other than when singing, the Larynx raises
when swallowing, coughing and straining; during these actions, the Larynx has the tendency to
shutoff the way to the lungs, to protect the respiratory system. When high Larynx is applied to
singing, it is paramount that the singer, to avoid vocal trauma, applies False Vocal Folds retraction
(Figure 3-21).

Figure 25 Larynx, High position Hand Signal and Ideogram (Klimek, 2005)
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Low position
In natural functions such as yawning and sobbing the Larynx naturally drops from mid to low
position. Commonly referred to as “making space to sing” the lowering of the Larynx darkens the
sound and allows for a richer tone but decrease the mobility of the tongue affect therefore the
articulation of speaking or singing. When low Larynx is deployed, the user must be aware of the
connection between the Larynx and the tongue and needs to develop the ability to isolate the two
structures.

Figure 26 Larynx, Low position Hand Signal and Ideogram (Klimek, 2005)
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Figure 27 Spectrogram of the vowel /i/ in three Heights of the Larynx Conditions

Possible applications in choral music
Larynx height is key component in style for singing voice performance. Country, Musical Theatre,
and Folk music are usually associated with Mid to high larynx while Opera, some forms of early
Afro-American Spiritual and Western Classical singing are associate to Low Larynx (Steinhauer et
al., 2017, p. 136).
In choral singing, unless a very bright sound is needed, the Larynx should remain relatively mid or
low. If approaching contemporary Pop-music with a vocal ensemble, particularly if having to
deploy qualities like Twang and Belting it is recommended to have the choir members mastering
FVF retraction before approaching high Larynx position.
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Velum control
The Velum, or Soft Palate extends from the Hard Palate. Its main function is to open and close the
Velopharyngeal Port during swallowing. In speaking and singing, the Velum interacts with the
tongue allowing the user to articulate words and to modulate specific frequencies of the voice
(Eiji, Steven, & Ms Jo, 1990). When the Velopharyngeal Port is opened, the airflow is directed into
the nasal cavities while when the Velopharyngeal Port is closed, the airflow is directed into the
oral cavities. In mid position, the Velum directs the airflow into both nasal and oral cavities.

Figure 28 Velum options (Steinhauer et al., 2017)
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Figure 29 Spectrogram of the vowel /i/ in velum conditions as shown in Figure 3-24

Low Velum
The Velum is down, leaning against the back of the tongue in the /ŋ / or “Ng”. The Velopharyngeal
Port is widely opened. This separates the nasal cavity to the oral cavity therefore the sound can
only resonate in the nasal cavity. Some terms associated to this condition of the velum are: Nasal,
Hummed; Dull.

Figure 30 Velum, Low position Hand Signal and Ideogram (Klimek, 2005)
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Mid Velum
The velum is lifted off the back of the tongue in the /õ/ or French “bon”. The Velopharyngeal port
is halfway open therefore the airflow is directed in both nasal and oral cavities. Although the voice
may sound clear, it is not always the best option as it may result in an excess of nasality. As showed
in figure 3-25, the mid position of the Velum presents a significant reduction of frequencies
between 3 and 4 KHz. This is due to the phono-absorbent characteristics of the Nasal Mucosa.
Other common associate terms with this condition of the Velum are: Clef-palate speech; Covered;
Dulled; Hearing-impaired speech; Hypernasal; Nasalized; Veiled (Steinhauer et al., 2017, p. 163).

Figure 31 Velum, Mid position Hand Signal and Ideogram (Klimek, 2005)
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High Velum
When the Velum is in high position, the Velopharyngeal Port is completely closed, excluding the
nasal cavities from the rest of the vocal tract. The resonance is completely oral and the
spectrographic analysis shows an increase of frequencies between 3 and 4 KHz.
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Figure 32 Velum, High position Hand Signal and Ideogram (Klimek, 2005)
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Possible applications in choral music
Velum control is used to hum, to colour the voice for characterization/accent, and to vary volume.
Control of the Velum is also important for the shaping of the vowels (Yanagisawa et al., 1990).
Although I do not use Velum control during choral rehearsal or performance while performing a
piece of music, I often use Velum control exercises during choral practice for the choristers to gain
control of the movement of the Dorsum of the Tongue and to avoid nasalization of the sound; in
other words, to develop kinaesthetic awareness of the back of the throat, and interaction between
Velum and Tongue. This interaction is particularly detectable in the “slide pitch” exercise – also
called Siren – in which the singers are asked to sing an ascendant glissando using the /ŋ / sound
starting from the lower section of their range, reaching then the highest section of their range to
then return to the lowest section. This exercise is usually used as a warm-up to engage the muscles
of the tongue, the Velum and the muscles involved in the control of the Larynx and the muscles
involved in Thyroid cartilage control.
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Tongue control
The tongue is a complex bundle of muscles. It occupies a significant part of the human Oropharynx
and it is responsible for the swallowing and the articulation of speech. In singing, the tongue
equalizes the brightness of the vowels, and through the interplay with the lips, teeth and velum,
it produces most consonants. The EVT identifies four different positions of the tongue: High; Mid;
Low; Compressed.
It is important to remark that the tongue is directly attached to many structures that have
significant impact on the spoken and singing voice such as the walls of the pharynx, the jaw, the
soft palate through the Hyoid-bone.
“…the purpose of the Tongue Figures and exercises is to create an awareness of the
several parts of the tongue that can be controlled. Since the tongue forms the anterior
part of the oral pharynx, tongue position is crucial to the sound that is created. And since
the tongue position may interfere with the vertical movements of the Larynx, controlling
the tongue dorsum is vital to reaching the higher range and to the balancing of front and
back vowels”. Estill, 1992 (as cited in Steinhauer, 2017, p. 144)

High position
The Dorsum of the Tongue is lifted with the sides of the Tongue at the level of the upper molars
as to pronounce of the vowel / i /. The tip of the tongue is behind the lower Teeth, free to move
for consonant pronunciation. The sound produced is bright and clear(Estill et al., 1984). Exercises
to learn to articulate the tip of the tongue and isolate it from the dorsum are essential for proper
articulation of the words. This may require a long period of training, but it is paramount for high
position.
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Figure 33 Tongue, High position Hand Signal and Ideogram (Klimek, 2005)
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Mid position
In the mid position, the sides of the Tongue are between the upper and lower molars. The tip is
behind the lower Teeth. The sound produced should be balanced, natural. Often described as:
Untrained sound; Speech-like sound.

Figure 34 Tongue, Mid-position Hand Signal and Ideogram (Klimek, 2005)
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Low Position
The low Tongue position occurs in the vowel /a/, as in father. The sides of the Tongue are between
the lower molars while the tip lay behind the lower teeth. The low position of the tongue will
darken the sound, independently from the vocal quality used.
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Figure 35 Tongue, Low position Hand Signal and Ideogram (Klimek, 2005)
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Figure 36 Spectrogram of the vowel /i/ in three tongue Conditions: High, Mid and Low
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Possible applications in choral music

“Some choir directors, when they want a darker tone, may ask the members to make
a “hot-potato” or a “yawn” in the mouth to “open the throat”. Neither commands
will allow the Larynx to rise to make the highest pitches. In both, the tongue
depresses the larynx, preventing it from rising.
In ordinary speech, front vowels /I/ e/æ / are made with the tongue forward. With
back vowels /a, o, u/, the tongue pulls back and lower somewhat. As a consequence,
the larynx is pushed down, the vocal tract is longer and the back vowels are darker
and do not project as well as front vowels. In the theatre, words with /i, e, æ / are
easily heard, words with /a, o, u/ sound as though they are sung from backstage.
The trick is to keep the back of the tongue high on back vowels.”(Estill, 1992).

As shown in figure 3-32, each position of the tongue has a specific harmonic texture; the shaping
of the vowel is very important during choral singing as all the choristers should use the same
shaping of the tongue to enhance sound blending and achieve the same harmonic texture.
The condition of the tongue is usually a preference of the CC. Some CCs prefer a darker sound
than others and, therefore, ask the members to hold the tongue in low position. Other CCs (like
myself) chose brighter options by asking the member to hold the tongue in mid-position.
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Aryepiglottic Sphincter control
Above the Vocal Folds, the Arytenoids and the epiglottis form a pipe-like section called
Aryepiglottic sphincter.
The main function of the Epiglottis is of closure during the swallowing action, to avoid food passing
through the larynx; this widening and narrowing action (Figure 3-33) can be voluntarily controlled
and therefore employed to modulate the width of the Aryepiglottic sphincter (AES) (Ejii, Estill,
Steven, & Leder, 1989).

Figure 37 the shape of the Epilarynx can be changed (Klimek, 2005)

(Steinhauer et al., 2017)

Acoustically speaking, the narrowing of the aryepiglottic sphincter enhances frequencies between
2000 and 4000 Hz (yanagisawa, Estill, Kmucha, & Leder, 1989). This region in the sound spectrum
is called the singer’s formant. The narrowing of the AES increases the amount of high frequency
energy passing through the oral and nasal cavities acquiring brightness and loudness.
The narrowing of the AES also changes the Body-Cover conditions elongating the closure phase
and thickening the vibratory masses of the Vocal Folds (Titze, 1997).
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Wide AES
In quiet breathing, the AES remains wide. If held in the wide position while speaking or singing,
the voice produces a sound that is often described as comforting, free, flat, dull, natural, open,
pleasant, or relaxed.
In this condition, the sound lacks in brightness and energy; the spectrographic analysis will show
lack of frequencies in the wide position and a significant presence of frequencies between 2 and
kHz in the Narrow condition (see Figure 4.13).

Figure 38 AES, Wide Condition Hand Signal and Ideogram (Klimek, 2005)
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Narrow AES
The Velopharyngeal port can be gradually narrowed to the extreme of closure. Between the closed
position and the wide position, there is a grade of opening that can be modulated to increase or
decrease the above-mentioned frequencies. Some common terminology utilized to describe the
sound achieved with the narrowing of the AES is: bleating; bright; chiaro; in the mask; nasal; ping,
singer’s formant; squeal; squillo; twangy (Steinhauer et al., 2017).
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Figure 39 AES, Narrow Condition Hand Signal and Ideogram (Klimek, 2005)
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“The association of Aryepiglottic narrowing with ‘good’ tone is not a new concept.
A review of the literature revealed reference to Aryepiglottic constriction in singers
as early as 1855, when Garcia reported it to the Royal Society of London. He
observed that “the epiglottis also plays a very important part (in modifying the
voice), for every time it lowers itself, and nearly closes the orifice of the larynx, the
voice gains in brilliancy; and when, on the other hand, it is drawn up, the voice
immediately becomes veiled.” In all cases, our observations of these subjects
confirmed Garcia’s observations.” Yanagisawa et al., 1989 (as cited in Steinhauer,
2017, p. 125)
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Figure 40 Spectrogram of the vowel / i / in two conditions of the AES

Possible applications in choral music
AES narrowing produces a loud sound and when consciously modulated, it can be used to project
the voice safely. There is a misconception within untrained singers that to sing loudly it is
necessary to force more air out; Most singers realize the incorrectness of this concept when they
first experiment the narrowing of the AES and understand how breath efficient this figure is
(Steinhauer et al., 2017, p. 123).
A very clear example of deployment of AES at its extreme numbers of muscular effort in choral
singing can be heard in Bulgarian Choral Music as well as in Chinese traditional opera.
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The use of AES can be modulated in such a way as to obtain a projected sound that is not
excessively brassy and “ringing”. Choirs should be trained to modulate the amount of muscular
effort in each Compulsory Figures, particularly in the mastering of the AES Figure.
During 20 years of choral activities, I have always tried to emphasise the importance of a sound
that is projected and carries energy. Especially when choirs sing with an accompaniment by both
piano and or an orchestra, a certain grade of narrowed AES has always helped my choirs achieving
this task with minimal effort.

Cricoid Cartilage control
The Cricoid Cartilage, a ring-shaped cartilage, is the first ring of the Trachea and the lowest
cartilage of the Larynx. The Cricoid cartilage influences the voice by shifting the arytenoid
cartilages towards the frontal side of the Thyroid cartilage, compressing the TVF; this action,
changes the mass of the vocal folds to a thicker and shorter condition (figure 3-37) producing a
sound that is loud and bright.

Figure 41 The movement of the Cricoid Cartilage and the Cricothyroid joint (Estill et al., 2005b)
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Vertical position
The vertical position is the condition of the cricoid cartilage during quiet breathing. The sound is
soft and sometimes described as natural or regular.

Figure 42 Cricoid Cartilage, Vertical position Hand Signal and Ideogram (Klimek, 2005)
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Tilted position
The cricoid cartilage tilt has been observed during belting and pitch lowering (Yanagisawa et al.,
1991). When the cricoid cartilage is tilted, and the vocal folds are compressed, the sound becomes
bright and brassy.

Figure 43 Cricoid Cartilage, Tilted position Hand Signal and Ideogram (Klimek, 2005)
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Possible applications in choral music
Contemporary choirs and youth vocal ensembles often use the tilting of the cricoid cartilage when
performing belting sounds. This is of course a stylistic choice that may fit a specific type of
repertoire. belting, in fact, is very much part of the contemporary and musical theatre genre. The
cricoid cartilage tilt however requires a certain training and it should only be deployed when false
vocal folds retraction (4.4.3) and anchoring (4.4.11 and 4.4.12) are successfully mastered by the
choristers.

Figure 44 Spectrogram of the vowel / e / in two conditions of the CT
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Jaw control
The position of the Jaw influences the shape of the vocal tract and the frequencies position of
formants (see figure 4.4….). When training singers, the tutor should always make sure that there
is no mandibular tension when shaping the vowels; the Jaw position can affect many parts of the
vocal system such as the tongue, the velum and the Larynx itself through the hyoid bone. This is
where the EVT can become of great importance as it teaches to isolate the structures of the voice.
With good control of the Jaw, it is possible to isolate it from the Tongue and therefore have clear
articulation of the lyrics of a song at any Jaw condition.
The four positions of the Jaw are Forward, Mid, Back and Dropped. Forward and Mid-position are
often utilized in contemporary music-styles or by untrained singers. Back and Dropped conditions
are utilised in Classical singing and some Musical Theatre.
The figure Control of the Jaw, does not have hand signal as the four conditions are easily visible.

Figure 45 Spectrogram of the vowel / i / in four conditions of the Jaw: Forward, Mid, Back and Dropped
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Possible applications in choral music
Rather than having an important part in the execution of a piece of music, the control of the Jaw
position is important to develop kinaesthetic awareness of the opening and closing movements
of the jaw. It is important to be able to monitor the muscular tensions we apply within the jaw
and the structures directly attached to it. A relaxed jaw means less stress on the tongue and the
rest of the vocal system. In choral activities, I ask my choristers to use a dropped position as I find
it easier for them to isolate it from the rest of the vocal structures when the jaw is dropped and
therefore minimally involved with the other structure.
It is an important thought to make a distinction between the dropped positions of the Jaw from a
disengaged Jaw. The feeling of dropped Jaw is not of relaxation, while the disengaged Jaw may
feel very relaxed.
Since the position of the Jaw, like any other structure of the vocal system affects the sound of
each individual singer, it is always recommended that the position be employed by every chorister,
not just a portion of the choir; It is interesting to notice how a choir of members who all utilize the
same position of the Jaw, similarly articulates the lyrics of the song and therefore achieve a more
blended sound.
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Lips control
One more strategy to elongate or shorten the length of the Vocal Tract (see 4.4.5) and, therefore,
to darken or brighten the timbre of the voice, is to change the position of the Lips. With protruded
Lips, the sound gains in harmonics between 1KHz and 2KHz while with spread Lips, there is
noticeable lack of the same frequencies.

Figure 46 Spectrogram of the vowel / i / in three conditions of the Lips: Protruded, Mid and Spread

Possible applications in choral music
The position of the Lips has a role on the dimension of the vocal instrument. When the CC needs
darker sounds, he or she will suggest that the chorus protrude the Lips during vocalization. In
Classical music (opera etc.), for example, protruded Lips are very common and effective, while in
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contemporary popular music styles, the spread position of the Lips is more common as brighter
sounds are sought for this genre.
There are no hand signals or ideograms attributed to this Figure since it is easily visible.

Head and Neck control
The anchoring of the Head and the Neck, through the activation of a stabilizing process, lays the
foundations for stable vocalization, particularly during destabilizing passages such as the vocal
passage (Passaggio), the execution of long and steady notes or notes in the superior portion of
the vocal register.
The principal behind Head and Neck anchoring is that big muscles bracing, makes it easier for little
muscles to work (Steinhauer et al., 2017, p. 192). In EVT, the muscles responsible for the Anchored
position of the Head and Neck are also called stabilisers of the vocal instrument due to their role
of anchoring or bracing. Once the structures of Head and Neck are anchored, the smaller muscles
and structures within the Larynx can make smaller adjustments to fine-tune the sound and pitch.
Of great relevance for this process is the Sternocleidomastoid Muscle (SCM). According to Estill,
“the engagement of the SCM during anchoring is important not just for postural reinforcement,
but also for its flow-on effects of the FVF retraction and throat widening. She also observed
elevation of the soft palate in the bracing and anchoring required for high pitches.” (Steinhauer at
al., 2017, p. 193)
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Head & Neck relaxed condition
When singing at a comfortable pitch and volume, the Head and Neck can remain relaxed and
‘stabilizers’ can maintain a minimal level of engagement; however, with relaxed condition, it is
important to maintain a proper alignment of head and neck.

Figure 47 Head and Neck, neutral condition Hand Signal and Ideogram (Klimek, 2005)

HAND SIGNAL

IDEOGRAM

Head and Neck anchored condition
Like the four pillars that support an elevator allowing it to rise and drop freely, the stabilizers of
the voice, especially the SCM, stabilize the movements of the minor muscles allowing the voice to
make those adjustments necessary for a correct projection. By activating the SCMs, not only there
is an increase of harmonics in the sound (figure 3-46) but also a significant improvement of the
posture of the singer and therefore improvement of vocal well-being; Head and Neck anchoring
also produces a more stable and powerful sound (Steinhauer et al., 2017, p. 191).
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Figure 48 Head and Neck, Anchored condition Hand Signal and Ideogram (Klimek, 2005)

HAND SIGNAL

IDEOGRAM

Figure 49 structures involved in the Head and Neck anchoring (Klimek, 2005)
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Figure 50 Spectrogram of the vowel / i / in the two conditions Head and Neck

Possible applications in choral music
The alignment of Head and Neck is a prerequisite for good singing posture. While Anchoring of
the Head and Neck insure this alignment to be effective and active, the anchoring also activates
those structures that are important for safe and loud voicing. Head and Neck anchoring should be
used at different levels of muscular effort according to the vocal task the choir is performing. A
high and soft sound requires more Head and Neck Anchoring than singing at a comfortable pitch.
Whenever a singer sings a phrase that includes the vocal passage, the Head and Neck Anchoring
is highly recommended.
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Torso control
Another important stabilization manoeuvre for the voice is the anchoring of the Torso which have
postural and respiratory functions. The main muscles engaged during this manoeuvre are the
Pectoralis major, the Latissimus Dorsi and the Quadratus Lumborum (Steinhauer et al., 2017, p.
201).
The two conditions proposed by the EVT are: Relaxed; Anchored.
The Relaxed condition of the Torso is particularly seen in singers with little experience or who
have not received formal training. It is an acceptable condition only when performed at low
volume and in ‘comfortable’ vocal range.

Figure 51 Torso, neutral condition Hand Signal and Ideogram (Klimek, 2005)

HAND SIGNAL

IDEOGRAM

The Anchored condition can be considered a position of body stability with specific influence in
the respiratory system. The Anchoring of the Torso, in fact, is the only EVT Figure that interacts
(directly) with the breathing because the muscles that engages are also muscles involved in
breathing.
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“The muscles in the chest and back stabilize the spinal column and rib cage to control breath during
speech and singing. Torso anchor generally produces a more stable and powerful tone during
speech and song. Because Torso Anchor is a Support Figure, its effects may vary when applied to
different voice qualities. During Torso Anchor, the pectoralis major and latissimus dorsi muscles
work together to elevate the sternum and expand the rib cage. The quadrutus Lumborum attaches
to the floating ribs deep in the small of the back. These ribs are in turn the lowest point of
attachment for the diaphragm in the back. Therefore, engagement of the quadratus lumborum
may regulate how far and how quickly the diaphragm ascends during exhalation. In fact, when
Estill observed a drastically reduced airflow rate as subject changed from Falsetto to Sob (qualities
with similar glottal efficiency measure), she attributed this change in airflow to the use of Torso
Anchoring during Sob Quality.” (Steinhauer et al., 2017, p. 207-208).
Torso Anchoring is therefore valuable to stabilize and control airflow during vocalization.

Figure 52 Torso, Anchored condition Hand Signal and Ideogram (Klimek, 2005)

HAND SIGNAL

IDEOGRAM
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Figure 53 Spectrogram of the vowel / i / in the two Torso conditions

Possible applications in choral music
Similarly, to Head and Neck Anchoring, Torso Anchoring has a stabilizing role in the vocal process.
Regardless of the repertoire and style, Torso Anchoring should be used whenever breath control
and breath support are needed. The Torso Anchor in fact allows the singer to balance or modulate
the amount of breath used to perform a sung phrase. Moreover, the Torso's Anchorage aligns the
spine and promotes a correct and more ideal posture for singing in general. It is important that
the singer knows how to modulate the amount of anchorage required according to the phrase;
more breath and continuity are required; more anchorage is desirable. On a final note, Torso
Anchoring also conveys a more commanding physical appearance making the vocal ensemble look
more confident.
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3.6

Voice Qualities

As already stated, during the Level One course in the EVT, students learn the Compulsory Figures
of the voice while during Level Two, students learn different combinations of the Compulsory
Figures to generate the Voice Qualities according to standard ‘recipes’ (table 3-1); starting from
the simpler Vocal Qualities, which use the smallest number of Compulsory Figures, such as
Speech, Falsetto and Twang, to the more complex Qualities such as Sob, Opera and Belting. In
EVT, the Quality obtained following the EVT recipe, is called Pure Quality; all the variations of the
pure quality, are called Quality Permutations. To achieve Permutations, the voice user can add or
remove some of the compulsory figures or use different numbers of muscular effort in each figure
to modulate different sounds (e.g. adding Thyroid Tilt to the Belting Quality, will produce a softer
Belting sound, common in Popular music).
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Table 3-1 Structures options for Voice Qualities

In the EVT, Voice Qualities are not associated to any hand signal. For the purpose of this research,
I have designed six hand-signals for the Voice Qualities.
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Speech Quality
Often described as Modal Speech, everyday talking or Chest Voice, as it is known, the Speech
Quality is found in Contemporary Music (e.g. Pop Music, Rock Music, Jazz Music), Musical Theatre
and Oratorio. From a physiological point of view, Speech Quality is the quality that requires the
least muscular intervention. Particularly effective in the mid-range of the vocal extension, it is not
recommended in the high range due to its tendency to trigger laryngeal constriction. Its name
originates from the similarities with the spoken voice.
The main physiological features of this quality are:
•

Thick TVF body-cover condition

•

Mid position of Larynx

Figure 54 Speech Quality Hand Signal. (Fabris. P., 2015)

Teaching Speech quality to the two Vocal Ensembles
Choir members are asked to count from 1 to 10 several times, using a normal, relaxed voice. Once
they feel they become familiar with the sensation of relaxation, they are asked to sing a very
simple scale starting from the relaxed spoken voice in the most comfortable range, without
changing any of the vocal structures. Choristers soon notice how small the range is when using
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the pure form of Speech Quality. This is also a good exercise to become aware of a relaxed vocal
instrument. Once the choristers have mastered this exercise, it is possible to apply the speech
quality to more complex musical phrases; however, it is essential that the Retraction of The False
Vocal Folds is mastered before attempting any deployment of this quality.

Possible applications in choral music
The Speech quality, usually associated with untrained singers is not always recommended in
Choral Music due to its limitations: limited range, tendency to trigger laryngeal constriction and
difficulty of tone blending. It is commonly used during rehearsals only for marking24.
In the Speech Quality, the TVF are thick, ‘building’ high subglottal pressure and most structures
are not engaged. Particularly present in modern choral music, Speech Quality is commonly used
among the male sections of choirs SAB and SATB. For this quality to be efficient in the upper
section of the range, it is necessary to vary the quality by engaging other structures, such as FVF
control and the Anchoring of Head and Neck.

24

the act of marking the music and studying its content without giving too much importance to the quality

of the sound
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Figure 55 VoxCrox Community Choir - performing Speech Quality prompted by conductor hand signal

Falsetto Quality
“Falsetto quality is the soft, breathy voice heard in the higher range of male a cappella groups, boy
choirs, and by Julia Child and Marylin Monroe. The common definition of Falsetto implies that this
quality is only produces at high pitches, but not in the Estill Voice Model.” (Steinhauer, 2008, p.
94).
The main physiological features of this quality are:
•

Stiff TVF

•

Relaxed Vocal Tract

•

Some note arytenoid adjustment (elevated TVF plane)

•

Highest airflow

•

Absent or fleeting closed phase of the Vocal Folds
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Figure 56 Falsetto Quality Hand Signal. (Fabris. P., 2015).

Teaching Falsetto Quality to the two vocal ensembles
Choir members were asked to use an aspirate onset (a small “H” before the vowel) and blow the
tone while singing up a scale starting from a very comfortable pitch. The CC will need to make sure
that no singer is ‘pushing’ too much air out and tensions in the neck and shoulders are released.
Finally, a simple song can be approached with the use of Falsetto. It is important to notice that
falsetto quality can be tiring and can dry the TVF. It is therefore suggested to use this quality only
for short periods of times or short musical phrases.

Possible applications in choral music
Falsetto quality is breathy and generally lacks intensity. Possible uses of this quality are for very
soft phrases where audibility of the lyrics is not paramount, for example in vocalizes using a single
vowel. Although it is a weak sound, the overall sound of a choir singing in Falsetto is very pure,
blend and flute-like. It is commonly used in Gaelic-music and can imitate a ‘ghostly’ sound.
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Figure 57 VoxCrox Community Choir - performing Falsetto Quality prompted by conductor hand signal

Sob Quality
A very emotionally intense quality, Sob is generally used in music styles where microphones are
needed because the voice is not well projected. Sob quality is typically heard in Jazz singers, blues
singers and crooners but it can also be heard in operatic pianissimos and in musical theatre solos.
Note: When the Larynx is raised to a higher position, the result is a brighter sound slightly louder.
This position is considered a permutation of the Sob quality, and it is called “Cry”.
The main physiological features of the Sob quality are:
•

FVF retraction

•

Thyroid cartilage tilt

•

Low position of the Larynx

•

Head and neck anchoring

•

Torso anchoring
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Figure 58 Sob Quality Hand Signal. (Fabris. P., 2015).

Teaching Sob Quality to the two vocal ensembles
After reviewing the main features of this quality, choir members were asked to sob silently as if
mourning at a funeral. Participants were then asked to become aware of the intense muscular
effort involved in this practice. After a few minutes of practice, participants were finally asked to
sing simple ascendant vocalizes and finally to sing ‘Happy Birthday’ in Sob Quality.

Possible applications in choral music
The pure Sob Quality is typically used during music marking25, to avoid the possibility for FVF
constriction and vocal fatigue, and it can be used in “pianissimos” (Andrew Tupper) passages and
sudden drops in volume “subito piano” (Spagnuolo). The formula for Sob Quality is similar to the
recipe for Opera quality and yet the two qualities sound distinctively different. However, as a
permutation of Sob Quality, AES narrowing can be added to increase projection and make the Sob
Quality more useful to the choral repertoire.

25

The act of studying a song by singing it softly making notes on the music score.
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Figure 59 VoxCrox Community Choir - performing Sob Quality prompted by conductor hand signal

Twang
“This quality is common to those who speak in noisy environments or who must be heard at great
distances. While it sounds natural to those who use it daily, it is often unpleasant to those who are
used to a quieter mode. Twang quality is striking. In its purest form, it is a valuable color for
interpretive effects, and is often heard in characters roles in Operettas and Musical Theatre. In
America, Twang is a common quality in Country Music, and in the Appalachian singing styles from
which country music evolved. It has also found its way Gospel and Rhythm and Blues. Twang and
its permutations can be heard in Mouth Music, Eastern European folk music, some African styles,
and through Asian musical traditions. Often described as a nasal quality, Twang may or may not
actually be nasalized.” (Klimek, 2005, p.41)
The main physiological feature of the Twang Quality is the Narrowing of the AES.
Other physiological features of the Twang quality are:
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•

FVF retraction

•

Thyroid cartilage tilt

•

High position of the Larynx

Figure 60 Twang Quality Hand Signal. (Fabris. P., 2015)

Teaching Twang Quality to the two vocal ensembles
In the EVT, the most common strategy used to teach Twang is through the imitation of certain
sounds that have high trebles frequencies component. Students are, therefore, asked to imitate
sounds like the “laugh of the wicked witch” or the “neighing of a horse”, or imitate a bright voice
from some cartoon or comedy characters. The members of the two choirs seemed to be very
familiar with the word Twang and with the “Twangy” sounds. This was due to cultural reasons:
Twang is, in fact, a strong component of Australian speaking timbre26, usually associated to the
country side of Australia and to the voice of Australian Indigenous people who, like most
populations living outdoor, has developed strong attractor states27 of projection.

26

One of the examples used to teach twang was to imitate the “Australian Country man” saying G’day Mate!

27

See paragraph 4.4
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Possible applications in choral music
Although this quality can be both nasal and oral, only oral twang is preferred when deployed in
the repertoire unless a nasal characterization is required. Due to the narrowing of the Aryepiglottic
Sphincter, the Twang quality has a very high level of perceptibility and facilitates the
understanding of the lyrics by the audience therefore a small amount of Twang should always be
used when performing. It is important that choristers understand the use of the Twang and most
of all its risks; being the narrowing of the Aryepiglottic Sphincter one of the features of the
swallowing action, deploying Twang quality may trigger other actions that interacts during the
swallowing such as the constriction of the FVF. To avoid constriction during Twang it is advisable
to hold the retraction of the False Vocal Folds to a high degree of effort.
Twang is a powerful tool for voice projection but needs to be controlled (equalized); note:
excessive enhancement of frequencies between 2KHz and 4KHz can be perceived as unpleasant
by the audience.
Figure 61 VoxCrox Community Choir - performing Twang Quality prompted by conductor hand signal
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Belt Quality
Commonly associated with the American Musical theatre, Belting Quality is the loudest of the
Estill Voice Qualities. It is alarmingly loud in small spaces and thrilling to hear in live theatrical
performance. (Estill, 2005 p65)
The main physiological feature of the Belting Quality is the Tilted Cricoid Cartilage that creates a
thicker Body-Cover Condition. Other features are:
•

FVF retraction

•

AES narrowing

•

High position of the Larynx

•

Torso Anchoring

•

Head and Neck Anchoring

Figure 62 Belting Quality Hand Signal. (Fabris. P., 2015)

Teaching Belting Quality to the two vocal ensembles
Before teaching this quality to a choir, it is necessary to make sure that the choristers have
acquired control of the retraction of the FVF and of the anchoring of both the torso and the head
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and neck. The strategy to teach Belting according to EVT is to ask the choristers to experience “the
enthusiastic shout “Yay!” sensation, like the one generated when attending a sporting event and
seeing the home team breaking a tie and take the lead”. (Estill, 2005, p. 65) The idea of generating
a feeling of enthusiasm is due to the need to activate Laryngeal retraction before emitting the
sound. Once the choir has experienced this sensation and became familiar with the shouting
sound, it is time to apply this “new” sound to simple musical phrases. Belting is not particularly
effective in the very low range of the voice; therefore, it is important to exercise it in the mid to
high range28.

Possible applications in choral music
Belting Quality is very common in Musical Theatre and Gospel Music. If a bright and extremely
loud sound is required, Belting should be deployed. The CC should always be aware of the risks
related to this quality and ensure that all choristers have mastered this quality before deploying
it. A community choir’s CC rarely seeks for this type of quality because it is too loud and requires
a high level of vocal control. It is also difficult to achieve a blend sound when deploying belting,
therefore, unless deployed within a loud musical genres such as Gospel or Bulgarian choral music,
it is generally not recommended in amateur community choirs.

28

Soprano A4-A5, Mezzo Soprano F4-F5, Alto G4-D5, Tenor G3-G4, Baritone E3-E4, Bass C3-C4
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Figure 63 VoxCrox Community Choir - performing Belting Quality prompted by conductor hand signal

Opera
From some acoustic and perception studies, Opera Quality is actually a combination of 3 qualities
– Speech Quality. Sob Quality and Twang Quality – mixed in varying proportions depending on the
emotional context, the location in the total range, and the environment, i.e., the architecture of
the performance space, the style of orchestration, and the size of the orchestra (Estill et al., 2005a,
p. 53).
Opera is an Italian word to describe a form of Classical Music Theatre in which singers interpret
characters of a story while accompanied by orchestral music. The style of the singing in opera is
generally named Classical or Bel Canto, but EVT uses the term Opera Quality to describe a vocal
quality. The main physiological features of this quality are:
•

Thyroid Cartilage tilt

•

Narrowing of the Aryepiglottic Sphincter

•

Low position of the Larynx
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•

Head and Neck anchoring

•

Torso Anchoring

Figure 64 Opera Quality Hand Signal. (Fabris. P., 2015)

Teaching Opera Quality to the two vocal ensembles
The repertoire of community choirs is increasingly vast and many community choirs integrate
classical music within the repertoire however, not all choirs consist of classical singers and often
it is necessary to achieve a classical (Bel Canto) style within a choir of amateur singers who have
not received formal singing training. The most intuitive method to teach this quality is through the
deconstruction of the quality itself. Both the vocalists in VoxCrox and SBO firstly experimented
each structure, one by one, to then ‘build’ the Opera Quality following the EVT 6-part Compulsory
Figure to Opera Quality (see Figure 4-61).
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Figure 65 6-part figure to a Ringing Opera Quality (Klimek, 2005)

Possible applications in choral music
The Opera Quality and its permutations are very common in community choirs. This quality can
be deployed when greater volume and dramatic tension is needed. The contribution of the
narrowing of the AES29, is vital to the projection of the sound, especially in noisy environments,
large spaces or during outdoor concerts. Choir repertoires that comprise Classical music, Romantic
music, Musical theatre, Operetta, some traditional ethnic music and Folk music can benefit from
this quality. Although this quality is such an invaluable instrument for community choirs, Opera
Quality should be avoided when approaching a contemporary popular style song30.

29

The narrowing of the AES is responsible for what was described by Estill as “Squillo” or Ringing sound. The

original name of the Opera Quality was in fact, Opera with Squillo.
30

Due to the difficulty of lyrics articulation.

Contemporary repertoire usually seeks for a more

contemporary sound (E.g. Speech Quality and its permutations).
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Figure 66 VoxCrox Community Choir - performing Opera Quality prompted by conductor hand signal
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CHAPTER 4

Method

The methods and procedures used in this empirical study were designed to explore the possibility
to deploy the EVT in choral conducting. This chapter is organized in such a manner as to give
readers a sense of who was involved in the study; how I have collected, organized, and analyzed
data; and what measures were taken to negotiate any bias and account for limitations.
Data collection
Interviews, focus groups, field observations, and peer reviewed assessments were collected to
form the corpus of the data.
Before committing to this research, I had to investigate the demographics of the two case studies
choral groups, viz. VoxCrox and Still Belting Out, and the region where they operate. Upon
completion of the demographic analysis, it was time to introduce the EVT to the choirs and to
establish if the members of the choirs were keen to receive this training and to commit to my
research. To my surprise, all members of the choirs have expressed excitement and positive
feedback and have agreed to take part of the experiment31. It was important to me to let them
know about the exclusivity of this project; being trained in the EVT would have significantly
changed the way we operate as a choir, and it would also have identified “us” as one of the very
few choirs fully trained with this framework. Most members of the two choirs have known me for
more than 5 years and, being the nature of two choirs of the non-professional type, the
relationship between the choir members and myself is of the casual friendship type.

31

None of the choir members had been exposed to the Estill Voice Training prior this research.
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4.1

Demographics and nature of the two choirs

The two choirs are both community choirs32 and have different demographics and different
number of members. Both choirs are to be considered as part of the Centre for Youth and
Community Music (CYCM) at Charles Darwin University Vocal Program. Members of VoxCrox pay
$75 per term while members of Still Belting Out pay only $25 per term.
VoxCrox Community Choir: Established in 2009, the choir counts 34 people (26 female and 8 male
singers) between 24 and 70 years old and it rehearses for two hours every week on a Tuesday
night, for approximately 40 sessions each year. It performs around 10 concerts each year, and its
repertoire is mainly contemporary popular, folk and traditional music.
Most of its members have an active professional life and also have personal commitments, such
as family or study; therefore, there is a difficulty in maintaining a constant and regular attendance
from the members.
During the timeframe of this research, VoxCrox traveled to Italy between September and October
201733; this has affected the research project and slowed down the outcomes.
Still Belting Out!: Established in 2015, the choir counts 18 people (14 female and 8 male singers)
between 57 and 84 years old. SBO! rehearses for one hour and a half every week on Thursday
mornings for approximately 40 sessions each year. It performs around three concerts each year
and it repertoire is mainly contemporary popular music styles and folk music.

32

Both choirs are non-auditioning and opened for everyone who like to sing in a choral setting.

http://musicinaustralia.org.au/index.php?title=Community_Choirs_in_Australia#Introduction
33

http://www.ntnews.com.au/entertainment/paolo-fabriss-darwin-choir-heading-to-birthplace-of-opera-

in-italy/news-story/756dd89901eea467ed1969bb634929db
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Most of its members are fully-retired, and maintain constant and regular attendance.

4.2

Training phase

The two choirs were trained on the EVT separately, during two intensive workshops over two
weekends in February 2017, held at Charles Darwin University (Building Orange 6.1.8)34. The
researcher led the training sessions for both choral groups with the assistance of EVT Certified
Master Teacher Candidate Angelique Datseres. The training sessions commenced with the reading
of the Consent Form by the researcher at 9.30am and ran every day until 5.30pm (see table 5-1).
Prior to the training sessions, participants were asked to wear comfortable clothing to ensure
maximum ease of movement.
The purpose of the training was to teach the EVT to all participants who have attended the training
sessions and to deploy the EVT while performing two simple songs: Ipharadisi (Traditional African
song – arrangement by Carl Crossing for SATB Choir) and Happy Birthday (Unison). All participants
received a booklet (see appendix 1) containing an introduction to the operating principles of the
EVT, a general explanation of the anatomy and physiology of the voice and finally an explanation
of each Compulsory Figure, each Vocal Quality, the hand signals of the Compulsory Figures and
the hand signals of the Vocal Qualities. The training sessions were conducted successfully, and all
participants received training. The training sessions were filmed upon receiving all participants
written consent.

34

“VoxCrox” received training on the 18th and 19th of February 2017 while “Still Belting Out” received
training on the 25th and 26th of February 2017
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Table 4-1 Training sessions

For each Compulsory Figure and Voice Quality, the members of the two choirs explored:

•

Basic aspects of anatomy and physiology: principal structures of the vocal instrument, its
muscles, cartilages and nerves and how they interact during the production of voice.

•

The acoustic principles: The choir members learnt to read and understand basic element
of spectrographic analysis of the sound so that the choristers to gain visual feedback. The
software for spectrographic analysis used during the training sessions was Voiceprint™
plus Version 6.

•

Perception: how others perceive the tone.

•

Kinaesthetic awareness: Developing kinaesthetic awareness is a very crucial part of the
training itself. The EVT focuses on the perception of muscular work (Effort) in each
structure of the voice. In several occasions, following Estill’s edict the choir members were
asked to “listen to the body more than to the voice” at least during the very first part of
the training.

•

The risks: most of EVT qualities are safe for the human voice anatomy; however, it is
important to understand the risks to avoid vocal injury or straining.
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•

The limitations: Not all the qualities are suitable for any style of music; in choral singing
for example, Belting is often avoided due to its extreme loudness.

•

The applications: Towards the end of each day of training, the choirs experienced the
effects of the Training and the principles learnt by performing songs already known, with
the deployment of the EVT.

Following the two Weekends of Training, the choirs have been experimenting the Compulsory
Figures and Voice Qualities for about nine months during their weekly rehearsal times.

4.3

Filming phase

Upon choir member’s approval, both choirs have been filmed (separately) while performing two
short songs a cappella: Ipharadisi (Traditional African song; arrangements for Soprano, Alto,
Tenor, Bass by Carl Crossing) and Happy Birthday (unison) with and without the deployment of
the EVT.
Another two sections were then added to the video:
1. A section showing a spectrographic analysis of the sound35 of both choirs;
2. A section showing a brief description of the Figures and Qualities performed by the choirs
The video is, therefore, split in 4 parts: The choir, the CC, the description of the Figures or Qualities
employed and the acoustic analysis and. (Figure 4-1).

35

Software: Audacity® 2.1.3, http://www.audacityteam.org/
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Figure 67 Video showing four sections: Conductor, Figure/Quality details, Choir, Spectrogram

4.4

Assessment phase

The video recording was sent for assessment to a group of musically experienced peer reviewers
with extensive Choral Conducting knowledge. The assessment panel received a questionnaire and
the response of the questionnaire was included in the Discussion (Chapter 5)
The questionnaire included the following questions:
1) Did you know the Estill Voice Training before watching this video?
2) How extensively do you know the Estill Voice Training?
3) Do you employ EVT in your professional practice?
4) Do you think EVT could be a valid tool for training Vocal Ensembles?
5) Do you think EVT could be deployed during Choral rehearsals?
6) Do you think the EVT could be deployed during Choral performance?
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7) The Estill Voice Training adds a number of hand signals to the already extensive vocabulary
of a conductor. Do you think it would be useful for all conductors and choirs to know the
hand signals and why?
8) In the video, the choirs sing two easy tunes, one unison and one in three parts harmony;
do you think that the EVT could help an ensemble achieving a clearer sound or more simply
a more blended sound?
9) Do you think the hand signals affect the conducting patterns positively or negatively?
10) Do you think any conductor could integrate the hand signals with their conducting
patterns?
11) Do you think the Hand Signals are easy to understand? Would you suggest any change?
12) What are the strengths and weaknesses of this model and its deployment in choral
conducting?
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CHAPTER 5

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

In Elizabeth Green ‘The modern Conductor’, the conducting theorist states that the conducting
technique used to lead an instrumental ensemble should not differ from the conducting technique
used to lead a vocal ensemble (Green, 1987, p. 186) . This is indeed the opinion of many Orchestra
Conductors who mainly conduct Classical Music Orchestras. I personally agree with the opposite
point of view such as the point of view of Wilhelm Ehmann in his ‘Choral Directing in which he
makes a strong argument for approaching choral conducting differently than instrumental
conducting (Ehmann, 1968, p. 115). Collin Duran’s opinion that every conductor should be able
to communicate through facial expression and body posture the emotions of the voice (e.g. sad,
happy, angry) not just through the baton also reinvigorate (Durrant, 2009) Ehmann’s argument.
The human voice has an infinite spectrum of colours and qualities. Although musical instruments
can also produce sounds with different dynamics and make small changes to the sound, the voice
must "tell a story", and must do so using its full potential. Instructing a choral ensemble to just be
loud or soft would be a mistake and a disrespectful act towards the immense potential of the vocal
instrument.

The Employment of the EVT in Vocal Ensemble context appeared to be extremely valuable to reach
the full potential of the voice however, learning the content of the EVT is not easy task for people
who are no longer accustomed with learning new concepts and retaining them. To ease the
learning process, the participants have been subsidized with a booklet (see Appendix 1).
With constant practice and the leadership of the EVT Certified Course Instructor, all choir
members have developed a significant understanding of the anatomy and the physiology of the
human voice, and have learnt to isolate, control and monitor all the 13 structures that contribute
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to the voice production and the 7 Voice Qualities. The participants have showed an ability to
respond to the conductor’s prompts. The choir’s responsiveness has improved with practice and
improvement progression is still ongoing. ‘VoxCrox’ seemed to be more responsive and receptive
than the Senior Citizens choir ‘Still Belting Out!’. Obviously, the age factor has slowed down the
learning process and affected the final performance, but both choirs positively approached the
EVT and showed interest; particularly the Still Belting Out! Choir-members seemed to be
extremely grateful about being taught such framework.
It was important for me to be able to discuss aspects of anatomy with the choirs’ members to
develop a common vocabulary to then avoid imagery teaching-practicing. All members had the
chance to experience all the structures and attribute a clinical name to the structures during the
training period. Non-specific terms like: support; mask; open throat; were substituted with: Torso
Anchoring; Twang (and nasal Twang); False Vocal Folds Retraction. An entire session was
dedicated to the comparison between "old" and "new" terminology. It was interesting to note
how easy it became for the members of both choirs to abandon the imagery-based technique and
implement the new terminology using medical names of muscles and cartilages. On this matter,
those members that already had clinical background (doctors, nurses, physiotherapists, speech
therapists...) found this framework very easy to learn.
From a research point of view, the vocal ensembles showed significant improvement in the
following areas:
•

Vocal control

•

Responsiveness to the Conductor

•

Knowledge of Anatomy and Physiology of the voice

•

Music sheet dependency

•

Enjoyment from singing
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•

5.1

Critical thinking – acquired ability of making choices and propose them to the conductor

Acquired Vocal Control

After experiencing all the different structures, the different sounds that the Compulsory Figures
and Voice Qualities can produce, the members of the choirs have developed substantial
kinesthetic awareness and learnt to isolate and control the structures maintaining specific Vocal
Qualities. Although I cannot state that the EVT was completely mastered by all choristers, all
members have gained substantial knowledge of the anatomy and sufficient ability to control their
vocal instrument. It would take a long period of time to gain full mastery of the EVT, and it would
require many more training sessions before all members would be able to demonstrate mastery
of this framework. It is important to note how some Figures or Voice Qualities are easier to
understand and produce than others. For example, most members have found no difficulty in
learning Figures like Control of the AES, Anchoring of Head and Neck, Thyroid tilt, Soft Palate,
Tongue and Lips while other figures such as FVF, Control of the Larynx, anchoring of the Torso and
Cricoid Tilt required more practice and still need work36.

5.2

Responsiveness to the conductor’s hand signals

The two choirs had two different levels of responsiveness to the hand signals of the Compulsory
Figures and Qualities. While members of VoxCrox seemed to be very responsive to the signals,
members of Still Belting Out! showed a slower responsiveness and slight approximation. Only

36

The choirs will undergo an ulterior training period in 2019
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continuous repetition of the Figures has strengthened their practice, which indicates that a longer
period of training is needed to the seniors’ choir to gain mastery of the model. Surprisingly, both
choirs seemed to be much more responsive to the Voice Quality hand signals (which are not part
of the EVT, they were designed by myself for the purposes of this research) than the Compulsory
Figures hand signals. In future, Estill International should take into consideration the possibility to
include Voice Quality hand signals in the model.
Some hand signals were learnt quicker than others. For example, the hand signals for the Tongue
control seemed to create confusion within the members of both choirs. Fortunately, the position
of the Tongue can be practiced during rehearsal and very rarely the conductor would suggest
changes in the tongue positions during performance. Also, the hand signal for Cricoid tilt seemed
to generate confusion among the choristers. Some members have mistaken the Cricoid tilt hand
signal with Anchoring of the Head and Neck hand signal.

5.3

Knowledge of Anatomy and Physiology of the Vocal instrument

“Ipsa scientia potestas est”– knowledge is power (Bacon, 1597).
We expect all instrumentalists to know the mechanical features and functions of their respective
instrument, so likewise we should expect vocalists to know the anatomy of the vocal system. The
purpose of teaching the chorister elements of Anatomy and Physiology is not, of course, a clinical
purpose, therefore, people who receive training in the EVT are not expected to be considered
medical voice experts. Nonetheless they are still vocal experts however; the knowledge of the
anatomy gives singers the ability to make choices and recognise anatomical elements when they
engage the vocal system. It also improves the communication between choir members by giving
them tools for discussion; for example, choristers with a professional clinical background could
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provide insights to those ones without any clinical background. This opportunity generated
discussions between the choristers on the importance to know the correct terminology to be able
to express ideas, concerns and other voice-related matters making critical thinking another very
important aspect of this training.
Another important aspect that has affected the learning process of the theoretical concepts was
to underestimate the desire for knowledge on the part of the choristers; during the training phase
of Still Belting Out! Choir there was a palpable sense of gratitude for the learning opportunity from
many of the members of the Choir, best summed up by this quote from one of the members of
SBO!, “I have been singing in choirs all my life however no one ever worried to teach me how the
voice works, and now that I am getting older, people think I don’t understand or I don’t care, but I
do!” (J. Fensom. personal conversation, 2017).

5.4

Less music sheet dependency

Although the music-scores that were given to the choristers included the EVT ideograms,
reminding the singers what structures to use in relation to different musical phrases, choristers
found it much easier to follow the CC hand signals rather than the written ideograms. The
Ideograms, therefore, can be confusing to the choristers, and, ultimately, I would not suggest that
a CC should use them; only on CC’s own music-score, and for the CCS’s personal practice. EVT has
developed ideograms for the Compulsory Figures, however, at this stage, ideograms for Voice
Qualities have not been developed yet. It would be of interest to develop ideograms for the Vocal
Qualities and explore, through future research, the use of the new ideograms on the choir
participants.
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5.5

Enjoyment from singing

There is a form of enjoyment in understanding, elaborating and acting upon the commands of the
CC; such engagement promotes the feeling of achieving a goal as a member of a team, and this
aspect has always been part of the choral experience. Through the EVT training, choristers, who
already knew how to follow the standard CC patterns, have found enjoyment in changing also the
Voice Qualities according to the CC prompts. The experience felt like a game and yet a game which
enriched the CC and chorister’s non-verbal vocabulary and vocal skills.
From my point of view, as the CC, the conducting experience became a much more complex and
yet enjoyable experience. I personally felt like I was speaking the same language with my choirs.
However, the employment of hand signal was quite detrimental to my choral conducting
technique as I often focused only on the EVT aspects of my conducting leaving the rhythmical
aspects marginalized. As the research progressed it became clear that more practice and research
is needed to be undertaken to positively develop my conducting style and better integrate the
EVT Hand Signals with formal conducting patterns.
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5.6

Acquired critical thinking

Being exposed to EVT, motivated strong critical thinking. During the sessions, participants have
asked many questions using the newly acquired vocabulary like in the following examples:
-

“What quality should we use?”

-

“How much anchoring do we need to employ”

-

“Is FVF retraction necessary for this quality?”

-

“Isn’t belting too loud for this phrase?”

-

“Should we use Speech with AES, instead?”

It began to be clear that a significant amount of knowledge had in fact been acquired by the choir
members, and that choristers had now achieved a significant body of knowledge, which triggered
their critical thinking, and overcame some voice related issues.

5.7

Impact of hand signal to the Conducing patterns and style

This research showed that the integration of the EVT hand signals into the standard conducting
patterns is achievable, however changes should be made to ensure that the conducting
movements appear and feel continuous and natural.
To achieve a greater smoothness of the movements, CCs need substantial practice to be able to
prompt through the hand signals, without disrupting or significantly affecting and changing the
standard patterns. Some of the hand signals, particularly the Voice Quality hand signals, engage
both hands and prevent, even for a very short time-period, the standard conducting patterns; the
CC needs, therefore, to prompt the EVT command very quickly to then regain motion of the
standard patterns. This demonstrates that EVT should only be applied in the choral rehearsal, and
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not in choral performance, where constant conducting patterns are necessary, especially if the
choir is accompanied by an instrument or an ensemble.

5.8

Conclusions: the assessors feedback

Five experienced Choral Conductors were asked to assess the videos (see 4.3 filming phase and
DVD attached). All five assessors are experienced Choral Conductors from the different Australian
States (Northern Territory, Victoria, Western Australia and South Australia) and have extensive
experience in Community Choral Music. Most of the assessors had knowledge of the EVT
extensively prior this project; one assessor knew of the existence of the EVT but have never
investigated it. Three out of five assessors use the EVT in their daily professional practice.
In this final paragraph, the opinion of the five assessors was summarized to give the reader an
idea of the positive and negative outcomes of this research.
EVT can be a valid tool for training Vocal Ensembles if the training is delivered by a knowledgeable
and fluent CC; such a CC must be able to imprint the importance of knowing the vocal instrument
on the choristers and make them become more body-aware, more vocally-aware and then
consequently to sing more intelligently. Singers should learn the Figures related to vocal health
first, Figures such as the Retraction of the Folds Vocal Folds and the figures related to the shaping
of the vowels such as the control of the Velum, control of the Tongue and control of the Lips.
The EVT can be used during choral rehearsal as a vocal training for warm-up sessions and general
singing practice; and, considering the increased vocabulary of the CC, it could be used to shape
the sound of the ensemble according to different musical intentions and to explore the vocal
option available to achieve various timbres:
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“a shared understanding and language around vocal technique will contribute to a more unified
sound” (S. Loveless, assessment feedback, 2018).
The practical aspects of the EVT such as the Compulsory Figures, the Vocal Qualities and the Hand
Signals associated with both elements, are extremely valuable for the general outcomes of the
vocal ensemble and the results can be heard during performances. However, the hand signals for
the Compulsory Figures should be mainly used during rehearsals as a communication tool and are
not recommended to be employed during a performance; this is because they can negatively
affect the standard conducting patterns, and limit the freedom of movement of the CC, affecting
the expressivity and fluidity of the CC’s movements. Using the Hand Signals of the Compulsory
Figures to develop a quality, or a permutation of a quality, would generate confusion during
performance37. However, the hand signals for Vocal Qualities showed to be very useful and could
be deployed, even during performance, when executed intermittently, subtly and efficiently, and
without generating a conflict with the main conducting gestures whose aims should be to produce
not only a unified sound, but also a beautiful sound with perfect intonation and dynamic variation.
It is strongly recommended that the Voice Quality Hand Signals would be integrated into the EVT
model.
Finally, choral singing is a form of art, but the craft component of every art is fundamental to
achieve precision and good style. However, the technical craft should never prevail over artistry,
instead it should contribute to the artistic outcome; therefore, when deploying methodologies
that focus on awareness, it is imperative not to lose the artistic aspects of a performance. The CC
should be able to deliver a performance free of tension and mistakes by relying on both craft and

37

For example, if the CC wanted to prompt the choir to sing in Twang, it would have to indicate at least 4

hand signals (Thin BCC, High Larynx, High or Mid Velum and Narrowing of the AES)
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the artistry of the ensemble. Too deep immersion into the craft, may cause the CC, and the choir
to miss the real purpose of choral singing which is to produce a beautiful, clear, and emotionally
intense sound.
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APPENDIX A – Choir masters’ and singers’ workbook
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APPENDIX C – THE ASSESSORS FEEDBACK
Merrilee Mills
The Deployment of the Estill Voice Training in Choral Conducting – two case studies in Regional Australia

Dear Assessor, thank you for agreeing to participate to my research project.
The purpose of this study is to examine the possibility of deploying the Estill Voice Training in the activities
of Community Choirs) Rehearsals, Performance, warm up…).
You have received two videos showing two different Ensembles. VoxCrox Community Choir and Still Belting
Out! (Senior Citizens Choir). Please, keep in mind that not all the members of the choirs have taken part in
this project therefore the choirs you will see in the videos are resized choirs. VoxCrox usually counts about
55 members and SBO usually counts about 30 members.
This research has no Aesthetic bias at this point in time, but it focuses on the possibility to deploy the EVT
increasing the vocabulary, both verbal and non-verbal, shared between the conductor and the choristers.
Once you will have watched the two videos, please take some time to answer the questions below. Your
contribution to this research is highly appreciated and your answers will be included in the conclusions of my
thesis and you will be acknowledged in the “Special Thanks” paragraph.
Please, copy and paste the questions in a different document and send your answers to
paolo.fabris@cdu.edu.au.
Once again, thank you for your help and collaboration.
Paolo Fabris

Estill Voice Training ™
1. Did you know the Estill Voice Training before watching this video? I have been made aware of the
EVT method through following the practice of colleagues.
2. How extensively do you know the Estill Voice Training? Not in any depth. Fascinating to watch it in
action!
3. Do you employ it in your professional practice? I think there are probably commonalities and
crossovers with EVT in my practice, though I haven't ever used it as a systemized approach.
Deployment of the Estill Voice Training ™ in Vocal Ensembles - Choir
1. Do you think EVT could be a valid tool for training Vocal Ensembles? Yes.
2. Do you think EVT could be deployed during Choral rehearsals? Yes.
3. Do you think the EVT could be deployed during Choral performance? If it is the language that the
choir understands, then yes, without doubt.
4. The Estill Voice Training adds a number of hand signals to the already extensive vocabulary of a
conductor. Do you think it would be useful for all conductors and choirs to know the hand signals and
why? I think as a conductor ( and therefore, in many ways, an educator) one has to remain very
cognisant of the particular needs, experience, focus and goals of the ensemble, and be able to apply a
variety of methodologies accordingly. I image EVT would be really valuable in many contexts, but
perhaps not all.
5. In the video, the choirs sing two easy tunes, one unison and one in three parts harmony; do you
think that the EVT could help an ensemble achieving a clearer sound or more simply a more blended
sound? I think what strikes me, especially about the unison singing, is the variety of timbre made
possible through drawing the choristers conscious attention to vocal anatomy and placement. A
blended sound is always lovely to achieve, but to be able to use EVT to explore in greater depth a
myriad of expressive possibilities in both unison AND harmonic singing is a really valuable tool.
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Kate Sadler
The Deployment of the Estill Voice Training in Choral Conducting – two case studies in
Regional Australia

Dear Assessor, thank you for agreeing to participate to my research project.
The purpose of this study is to examine the possibility of deploying the Estill Voice Training in the
activities of Community Choirs) Rehearsals, Performance, warm up…).
You have received two videos showing two different Ensembles. VoxCrox Community Choir and
Still Belting Out! (Senior Citizens Choir). Please, keep in mind that not all the members of the choirs
have taken part in this project therefore the choirs you will see in the videos are resized choirs.
VoxCrox usually counts about 55 members and SBO usually counts about 30 members.
This research has no Aesthetic bias at this point in time, but it focuses on the possibility to deploy
the EVT increasing the vocabulary, both verbal and non-verbal, shared between the conductor
and the choristers.
Once you will have watched the two videos, please take some time to answer the questions below.
Your contribution to this research is highly appreciated and your answers will be included in the
conclusions of my thesis and you will be acknowledged in the “Special Thanks” paragraph.
Please, copy and paste the questions in a different document and send your answers to
paolo.fabris@cdu.edu.au.
Once again, thank you for your help and collaboration.
Paolo Fabris

Estill Voice Training ™
1. Did you know the Estill Voice Training before watching this video?
Yes
2.
How extensively do you know the Estill Voice Training?
Very
3.
Do you employ it in your professional practice?
Yes
Deployment of the Estill Voice Training ™ in Vocal Ensembles - Choir
1. Do you think EVT could be a valid tool for training Vocal Ensembles?
Absolutely
2.
Do you think EVT could be deployed during Choral rehearsals?
Yes
3.
Do you think the EVT could be deployed during Choral performance?
I’m thinking that EVT is a learning/rehearsal tool. Performance to my mind needs the hands to
be a tool for expression.
4.
The Estill Voice Training adds a number of hand signals to the already extensive
vocabulary of a conductor. Do you think it would be useful for all conductors and choirs to know
the hand signals and why?
The hand signals are excellent for conveying the vocal task efficiently in the rehearsal context.
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5.
In the video, the choirs sing two easy tunes, one unison and one in three parts harmony;
do you think that the EVT could help an ensemble achieving a clearer sound or more simply a
more blended sound?
The tone of your choir absolutely depends on them creating the same vocal quality. Good tone
will always be better in tune and better blended.
(this is why I ALWAYS kick off my rehearsals with my Voice Preparation Kit!)
Deployment of the Estill Voice Training ™ in Vocal Ensembles – Conductor
1. Do you think the hand signals affect the conducting patterns positively or negatively?
I think they get in the way of expressing the music.
2.
Do you think any conductor could integrate the hand signals with their conducting
patterns?
Sure, if that’s what they wanted to do.
3.
Do you think the Hand Signals are easy to understand? Would you suggest any change?
Yes, I think so.
4.
What are the strengths and weaknesses of this model and its deployment in choral
conducting?
This is a major tool of the trade.
When people ask me how my choirs manage to sound as they do, or how I get a choir I don’t
know sounding pretty good, pretty quickly, I say it’s all thanks to Jo.
Some general observations.
I think your choirs have learnt so much from you and definitely respond promptly and accurately
to what you are asking them to do. Especially bearing in mind who they are, their age and the
random ability level.
A big bravo there!
Personally, I would not use the signs in performance, because I think our task is much more than
the vocal sound.
We have text, poetry, emotion to convey.
Our task as vocalists is very different from the instrumentalist and our task as choral conductors
is significantly different from our orchestral colleagues because of the very specific expression
required in songmaking.
The EVT signs are very much about the instrument, rather than the things which a make song
creep its way into the hearts of the audience.
The elements of EVT (well actually the anatomical construction, whether based on EVT or not)
are intrinsic to good, vibrant, flexible tone and that has to be our starting point.
My business is called VoiceArt and the Voice bit is all about EVT.
But it is just an instrument making a nice noise if we don’t hop over the fence to the Art of song
and in choral conducting, our gesture is where the Art is made.
Finally, I home in on my favourites, Retraction, Twang and Anchoring with all my choirs. (And my
private voice students) These three go a long way to making any voice sit up and take notice and
usually are enough to start with. I go down pathways of more intricate anatomical function as
and when required by the range, dynamics and text of the song.
Well done Paolo. Great to see you and your singers in action.
KS - 2/3/2018
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Nora Lewis
The Deployment of Estill Voice Training in Choral conducting –
two case studies in Regional
Australia
Estill Voice Training
1. Did you know the Estill Voice Training before watching this video?
At a Basic level.
2. How extensively do you know the Estill Voice Training
I did a week-long course in 2016, and received explanation of the whole
frame of reference surrounding voice production as explained by
positioning various parts of the Pharynx … the larynx, thyroid cartilage,
cricoid cartilage, glottis, aryepiglottic sphincter, vocal folds, as well as body
posture, to produce different voice qualities.
I can’t say I fully understand the different terms, or how to use them to
denote different positions of parts of physiological equipment in order to
achieve desired vocal timbres, mainly because I use other language to
achieve results, but I did enjoy learning an appreciable amount about the
physiology of the pharynx.
3. Do You Employ it in your professional practice?
Not much, directly, except terms for the end-result voice qualities ‘Speech’,
‘Falsetto’, ‘Sob’, ‘Twang’, ‘Opera’ and ‘Belting’. I can internally relate the
sounds a choir is producing to my knowledge of how they are producing it –
to a certain extent, but don’t use EVT language or hand signs to elicit a
timbre other than the terms listed above.
Deployment of the Estill Voice Training in Vocal Ensembles – Choir
1. Do You Think EVT could be a valid tool for training Vocal ensembles?
Definitely. A knowledgeable and fluent practitioner can use it to teach
singers about their own singing equipment and how to use it, to help them
became more body-aware, vocally aware and to sing more intelligently.
2. Do You think EVT could be deployed during choral rehearsals?
Yes, for the reasons given above. In a rehearsal the leader/tutor/conductor
and singers can explore together the vocal options available to achieve
various timbres, through EVT explanations, listening to each other and
learning from each other.
3. Do You think the EVT could be deployed during choral performance?
The Tutor/Conductor could communicate his intended choral sound by
referencing EVT language and techniques in the course of a performance,
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only as long as it was intermittent, subtle and efficient – and the result of a
deep understanding of those techniques by the choir.
4. The Estill Voice Training adds a number of hand signals to the already
extensive vocabulary of a conductor. Do you think it would be useful for
all conductors and choirs to know the hand signals, and why.
If conductors learn the EVT hand signals as part of their training into Estill
vocal teaching techniques, and practise using them with their singers during
rehearsals to assist their awareness of what timbres can be produced, and
how, then I believe the gestures can be useful.
5. In the video, the choirs sing two easy tunes - one in unison and one in
three-part harmony. Do you think the EVT could help an ensemble
achieve a clearer sound, or simply a more blended sound?
I think (especially after watching the videos) that Estill Voice Training
techniques could help achieve a more blended sound because singers
should all understand the same the language of intention, and therefore
respond as a group.
Deployment of the Estill Voice Training in Vocal ensembles – Conductor
1. Do you think the hand signals affect the conducting patterns positively or
negatively?
I do not think the EVT hand signals are particularly helpful during a
performance, because they might actually conflict with the main conducting
gestures, whose aim should be to produce not only a unified sound, but a
beautiful sound with perfect intonation and dynamic variation. There would
be several handsigns whose results I would not want in a performance
anyway – those that encourage harsh, forced, constricted or shrill singing,
unless it was for a special effect appropriate to lyrics, for dramatic effect, or
to describe a specific emotion.
2. Do you think any conductor could integrate the hand signals with their
conducting patterns?
I think it would be difficult. Any EVT gestures should be complementary to
the main choral conducting gestures of beat, pitch cueing, phrasing, syllabic
emphasis, breathing and dynamics. I believe the best choirs are encouraged
to achieve their unified sound not only through a training regime which
encourages vocal flexibility, but through them learning how to ‘image’ /
‘imagine’ the desired sound as they move through a piece. This is achieved
by understanding the meaning of the lyrics, responding emotionally to those
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lyrics, and creating a sound that best conveys that emotion. This is beyond
physical gestures outlining where to place bits of the vocal anatomy. In fact,
I believe there is a danger of choirs responding to down-ward pointing handsigns (such as one to indicate a low larynx) in a way that results in flat singing:
they are visually cued to ‘imagine’ a ‘downward’ sound in the same way that
a hand gesture reminiscent of a stop sign would slightly constrict or dampen
a sound rather than encourage openness and strong singing.
Exploration of emotional concepts behind a piece of music, and the use of
analogy and imagination can lead the choir to understand what is involved
in achieving the qualities of ‘Speech’, ‘Falsetto’, ‘Sob’, ‘Twang’, ‘Opera’ and
‘Belting’ when those terms are needed, but a beautiful choral sound is more
than this. Often the gestures that elicit the best results are very subtle and
singers need to be sensitive to those nuances…. I think some of the hand
signals which convey EVT techniques could get in the way. However, see 4,
below.
3. Do you think the hand Signals ae easy to understand? Would you suggest
any change?
Easy to understand ? only if the choir has had long and consistent experience
of
them from their conductor. Even though they are graphic (physically
descriptive), I
personally find them a little difficult, but that’s probably because I am not
very used
to them. I do not feel qualified to suggest any change, because I believe that
Jo Estill
and those following have given much thought into designing the signals to
denote
exactly what they want singers to produce.
4. What are the strengths and weaknesses of this model and its deployment
in choral conducting?
Strengths – assisting singers to understand how to produce a range of sounds
during the training and rehearsal process, and in fact during a performance
if the conductor can touch on a gesture to indicate a certain sound or change
of sound required for the next section of a song.
Weaknesses – already alluded to above: that this model might cause choir
trainers to spend much time explaining physiology to the detriment of other
aspects of choral training that are paramount – good breath control to
achieve good phrasing, good vowel formation (and especially the
maximization of ‘darkness’ in the vowels), flexibility across a wide range,
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developing musicianship (to ensure good intonation!) and encouraging a
unified beautiful bel canto sound.
However, ultimately a good choir conductor should well achieve these
hallmarks of a ‘good choir’ by creatively employing the EV training
framework, and using all the EVT terminology, as the processes of choral
development and results of this kind of training and those of more traditional
methodologies do synchronize and overlap.

N S Lewis
Nora Lewis AM
January 2018
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Simon Loveless
The Deployment of the Estill Voice Training in Choral Conducting – two case studies in Regional
Australia

Dear Assessor, thank you for agreeing to participate to my research project.
The purpose of this study is to examine the possibility of deploying the Estill Voice Training in the
activities of Community Choirs) Rehearsals, Performance, warm up…).
You have received two videos showing two different Ensembles. VoxCrox Community Choir and
Still Belting Out! (Senior Citizens Choir). Please, keep in mind that not all the members of the choirs
have taken part in this project therefore the choirs you will see in the videos are resized choirs.
VoxCrox usually counts about 55 members and SBO usually counts about 30 members.
This research has no Aesthetic bias at this point in time, but it focuses on the possibility to deploy
the EVT increasing the vocabulary, both verbal and non-verbal, shared between the conductor
and the choristers.
Once you will have watched the two videos, please take some time to answer the questions below.
Your contribution to this research is highly appreciated and your answers will be included in the
conclusions of my thesis and you will be acknowledged in the “Special Thanks” paragraph.
Please, copy and paste the questions in a different document and send your answers to
paolo.fabris@cdu.edu.au.
Once again, thank you for your help and collaboration.
Paolo Fabris

Estill Voice Training ™
1. Did you know the Estill Voice Training before watching this video?
I was familiar with its existence, knew some of the terminology and some of the premises.
(And also a couple of the common criticisms of the approach.)
2. How extensively do you know the Estill Voice Training?
Judging by this video, not very extensively.
3. Do you employ it in your professional practice?
No

Deployment of the Estill Voice Training ™ in Vocal Ensembles - Choir
1. Do you think EVT could be a valid tool for training Vocal Ensembles?
I agree that it could be a valid tool.
2. Do you think EVT could be deployed during Choral rehearsals?
It could be. I imagine it would most effectively be deployed in a situation where all choristers have
the Estill-trained ensemble conductor as their main voice teacher. In advanced ensembles with
experienced singers from varied pedagogical backgrounds, it would depend on the level of buy-in
from individual singers.
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3. Do you think the EVT could be deployed during Choral performance?
Certainly by individual singers – if trained as such, by a full choir (that depends more on what has
happened in rehearsals)
4. The Estill Voice Training adds a number of hand signals to the already extensive
vocabulary of a conductor. Do you think it would be useful for all conductors and choirs to
know the hand signals and why?
It depends on whether the hand signals are intuitively understood by all singers, or are only
intelligible to those who have been trained in the Estill method. I’m not sure that these videos
prove the former to be the case. If you have a choir consisting entirely of singers who have trained
or are currently training in Estill methods – or if your choir is one big Estill voice lesson – then the
hand signals will be understood by all, and could be very effective tools when integrated into
conducting.
If the signals are understood by all singers, then I think they could be incorporated, but I think
they would be best used as occasional signals given by the non-beating hand – the conductor still
needs to be concerned with giving a clear beat (especially if also working with instrumentalists),
and with other aspects of dynamics/line/articulation/expression beside the deployment of
different voice qualities.

5. In the video, the choirs sing two easy tunes, one unison and one in three parts harmony;
do you think that the EVT could help an ensemble achieving a clearer sound or more simply a
more blended sound?
There were some sounds in those videos that I would never want my choirs to make – but I guess
the point was to explore the range of possible sounds so that the singers would then be able to
find the most desirable sounds for the repertoire at hand. From that point of view, it was a useful
exercise. I agree that a shared understanding and language around vocal technique will contribute
to a more unified sound (I prefer this terminology to ‘blend’) in a choir. A unified sound was not
always in evidence during these videos (more so with Still Belting Out than VoxCrox, though
VoxCrox also had their moments) – issues around rhythmic unity (not a vocal technique problem,
but perhaps pointing to the limitations of a conducting approach that favours EVT hand signals
over standard beat patterns), and balance between individual singers (the Weston Noble
approach to physically positioning individual singers within the ensemble could be useful here).
There were also intonation problems (particularly in “Ipharadisi”) which I felt the conducting
approach did not address.
Deployment of the Estill Voice Training ™ in Vocal Ensembles – Conductor
1. Do you think the hand signals affect the conducting patterns positively or negatively?
In this video, although each of the hand signals had an effect on the singing (as the singers had
obviously been trained to recognize them), there were other aspects of the conductor’s
posture/physicality that also affected the sound unconsciously. The two main areas of concern for
me were the height of the conducting plane (generally too high), and (arguably related) occasional
hints of shoulder tension.
2. Do you think any conductor could integrate the hand signals with their conducting
patterns?
If there is a shared understanding of the hand signals within the ensemble, they can be used
effectively while conducting. Those that require two hands will be the most challenging to
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integrate, especially for rhythmic music that requires clear patterns, or for choral/instrumental
music where the needs of the instrumentalists must also be met by the conductor.
3. Do you think the Hand Signals are easy to understand? Would you suggest any change?
In context, they mostly seemed intuitive – on the second watching I tried singing along, and
generally found it easy to modify my sound in response to the gesture, despite not having been
trained in EVT. However, it’s hard for me to judge if the gestures were truly intuitive from this
video, as the signals were explained in the accompanying text at every point. I could judge this
better if the hand signals were presented first without explanation – it would then be clear if they
were completely intuitive to the singer with less formal training in the method. It is also hard to
judge the effectiveness of the gestures from the video, knowing that I’m listening to singers who
are used to working with this particular conductor. It is easy, when one has an ongoing association
with a particular group of singers, for those singers to become accustomed to the meaning of
one’s particular conducting gestures (especially if, as in this case, they are all trained in a particular
method which uses a particular set of hand signals) – the question is whether one can work with
an unfamiliar group of singers and have an immediate positive effect on the sound of those singers
through gesture, without verbal explanation. That has been the focus of most work on gesture in
choral conducting (building especially on the work of Rodney Eichenberger) – finding a non-verbal
vocabulary that is understood across cultures and contexts. (Especially for international level
conductors who need to work across language barriers.)
Basically, if you have to tell your choir what your gestures mean before they work, then they’re
probably not the most effective gestures for that purpose. If your gesture causes your choir to
produce the sound you want without any verbal instruction or explanation, then you have found
the most effective gesture.
I noted that some of the hand signals were identical to Curwen/Kodaly solfege handsigns. Kodaly
and EVT are not incompatible, as they have different purposes - Kodaly is about
aural/musicianship/literacy training through singing, not about specific training in singing
technique; so one could use Kodaly principles to train choristers’ ears and musical brains while
using Estill principles to train their voices – however, they use very similar handsigns for very
different purposes, and there would be confusion if the conductor attempted to teach the hand
signals of both systems – is the conductor asking for a low larynx, or for the ‘ti’ (seventh degree of
the major scale) to be flattened by a semitone (to ‘ta’)? Given the ubiquity of the Kodaly method
among childrens and youth choirs in particular, that may limit the appeal of EVT hand signals to
conductors of such choirs (though not necessarily the appeal of Estill Voice Training in general).
4. What are the strengths and weaknesses of this model and its deployment in choral
conducting?
Strengths – shared vocabulary/understanding around vocal technique across the whole choir (*if*
the whole choir has been trained in that approach) that would help lead to a more unified sound
across that choir. A gestural language that directly relates to the physiology of the voice (although,
again, requiring the whole choir to have been trained in that approach).
Weaknesses – the hand signals can be incorporated into conducting practice but should not be
considered to substitute for broader conducting training – doesn’t substitute for clear patterns,
doesn’t directly direct issues of articulation, dynamics, line etc. Appears to depend on a certain
level of Estill understanding among all the singers – not clear how intuitive the hand gestures
would be to non-Estill trained singers (or non-trained singers in general, who make up the majority
of our choirs) – given that the usual aim of choral conducting training is effective non-verbal
communication and a transferable technique that can be used immediately with any ensemble.
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Some of the hand signals conflict with the hand signals of other systems already commonly used
in choirs (eg Kodaly).
Questions – how easily can this work if the choral conductor is not the main voice teacher of all
choristers, or if not all choristers take individual lessons? How easily can the conductor/teacher
monitor individual singers in a group context? (that’s a question for all choral conductors, not only
Estill-based conductors.) In the absence of training outside the choral rehearsal, how much
rehearsal time would be required to teach figures and voice qualities, balancing with other goals
of the choral ensemble (preparing specific repertoire for specific performances, teaching
musicianship skills, teaching a music history/styles/cultures curriculum through choral repertoire,
etc), and does your situation allow this time? (again, a question for all conductors)
(I do not feel qualified to assess the strengths and weaknesses of Estill as an approach to vocal
pedagogy more broadly.)
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Kelvin Reeves
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APPENDIX D – Estill Choral Protocol
ESTILL CHORAL PROTOCOL
1) Starting from a relaxed condition (“lazy” Speech Quality) perform “Theme 1” with no
instructions from the trainer. Make sure you are not engaging head and neck muscles.

2) Now perform “Theme 1” following the protocol below:

COMPULSORY FIGURES

A
Onset
Glottal
Body Cover
Thick
Larynx Height
Mid
AES
Wide
Thyroid Tilt
Vertical
Head and Neck Anchoring Relaxed
Torso anchoring
Relaxed
Cridocoid
Vertical

B
Aspirate
Thin
High
Narrow
Tilted
Anchored
Anchored
Tilted

C
Smooth
Stiff
Low
Wide
Vertical
Relaxed
Relaxed
Vertical
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